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JURISDICTION 
The Utah Court of Appeals has jurisdiction over 
this matter pursuant to Utah Code Annotated, Section 78-
2(a)-3(2)(h) as this is an appeal from a final judgment 
and order in a domestic relations action. 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES 
1. Appellee contends that the Trial Court has 
erred in its Conclusions of Law. In realty, Appellee is 
attacking the Court's Findings of Fact. As such, the 
Appellee has applied the wrong standard of review. 
2. The Trial Court considered all relevant 
factors and all relevant sources of income in setting the 
alimony award in the case at bar and the alimony award 
should be affirmed. 
3. With respect to the child support award, 
the Trial Court complied with all of the requirements of 
Section 78-45-7.5(4) Utah Code Annotated and expressly 
"determined the appropriate level of gross income 
available to the parent" as required by the statute and, 
therefore, the child support award should be affirmed. 
4. The Trial Court•s valuation of Breinholt 
Music was supported by considerable evidence and Appellee 
has failed to marshal all of the evidence in support 
thereof and demonstrate thatf despite such evidencef the 
Finding was clearly erroneous. 
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STANDARD OF REVIEW 
As more fully discussed in Point I of the 
Argument, the sound discretion of a Trial Court in 
establishing an alimony award and in distributing 
property in divorce cases will not be overturned unless 
the Trial Court's Findings are clearly erroneous or are 
a clear abuse of discretion. Rule 52(a), Utah Rules of 
Civil Procedure; also see authorities cited in Point I of 
this brief. 
RECORD ON APPEAL 
References to the Trial Transcript will be made 
as follows: (TT ). Such reference will be utilized 
because the District Court Clerk did not paginate the 
Trial Transcript. References to the Court's Findings of 
Fact will be as follows: (FF ). Trial Exhibits will be 
referred to as follows: (Ex. ). Addenda in the brief 
will be referred to as follows: (Add. ). 
STATEMENT OF CASE 
This is an appeal from a Decree of Divorce 
entered by the Seventh Judicial District Court of Carbon 
County, State of Utah. The case at bar was tried before 
the Honorable Lyle R. Anderson commencing on March 7, 
1994. The trial was recessed on said date due to a family 
emergency involving counsel. The trial resumed for two 
additional days on April 14 and 15, 1994. The Court 
entered its Memorandum Decision on April 21, 1994. After 
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several motions, the Court entered it Findings of Fact 
(hereinafter FF) , Conclusions of Law and Decree of 
Divorce on June 14, 1994 (Add. A). Plaintiff/Appellant 
filed Notice of Appeal in the present case on July 8, 
1994. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
Appellee offers the following statement of 
relevant facts in the present case: 
1. The Plaintiff/Appellee (hereinafter 
referred to as "Neil") and the Defendant/Appellant 
(hereinafter referred to as "Jan") were married on 
October 28, 1977 at Price, Carbon County, State of Utah 
(FF 3). 
2. The parties have two children born as 
issue of this marriage, namely, Andrea Janiel Breinholt, 
born May 17, 1982 and Julia Elese Breinholt, born 
February 17, 1989. Jan is the custodial parent (FF 5). 
3. Jan is an able-bodied woman, age 36, who 
had held various positions before the birth of her 
children. She had been employed at a finance company (TT 
657-8). She then commenced employment at Price River Coal 
Company as a receptionist and then transferred into their 
engineering department. At the time she left her 
employment she had a gross income of approximately 
$1,200.00 per month (TT 658). 
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4. After the birth of the parties' first 
child, Jan worked in the family business until her 
pregnancy with Julia in 1988 (FF 7). Jan testified that 
she did not return to work at Breinholt Music after 
Julia's birth because "his and my working relationship 
was not that great" (TT 671). 
5. Since 1985, Neil has owned and operated 
Breinholt Music. Neil works 40 to 60 hours per week at 
Breinholt Music (FF 17). The store has been consistently 
profitable (FF 7). 
6. The Schedule C income in the parties' tax 
returns demonstrates that Breinholt Music has had taxable 
income ranging between $38,000.00 and $41,000.00 of 
earned and unearned income for the past several years 
(Add. B). 
7. With the exception of a sudden increase in 
Jan's spending during the separation, the parties had 
lived a frugal lifestyle (FF 7) throughout their marriage 
and generally utilized approximately $16,000.00 take home 
income per year for family living expenses (TT 763; Ex. 
67; Add. C). The Trial Court found that Neil's income 
from Breinholt Music consisted of approximately 
$36,000.00 in earned income and approximately $6,000.00 
of unearned income from Breinholt Music and other 
investment sources (FF 18, 21). 
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8. Right up until the time of the divorce 
proceeding, Jan had planned to open an interior design 
business (TT 724). Her father had given her $40,000.00 to 
utilize for the business (TT 522-24) and she had actually 
obtained her business license (TT 700). During the 
divorce, Jan did not pursue the interior design business 
but her father indicated the money was still available to 
her (TT 522-24) . 
9. The parties' youngest child Julia entered 
school in the fall of 1994, a few months after the 
divorce (FF 19). 
10. The Court found that Jan had the capacity 
to earn at least $6,000.00 per year in earned income (FF 
19). The Court also found that Jan would have $6,000.00 
in unearned income by way of investment return on the 
assets awarded to her from the marriage (FF 21). The 
unearned income of the parties was equal (FF 21). 
11. Approximately six months before the 
separation of the parties, Neil was appointed to a 
position on the Carbon County Commission. He had gross 
earnings of approximately $21,000.00 per year from his 
second job as a Commissioner. His take home pay had 
originally been approximately $1,400.00 per month but 
that had left the parties facing a tax liability and, 
therefore, his withholding taxes were increased. This 
resulted in a take home pay of approximately $1,350.00 
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per month (TT 121-125). Neil spends approximately 30 
hours per week on his job as county commissioner (FF 17). 
12. The Court placed a valuation on Breinholt 
Music of $100,000.00 (FF 16). 
13. Jan's appraiser had mathematical errors of 
approximately $7,500.00 in his calculations. He 
additionally added $12,000.00 into the business income 
based upon Jan's undocumented statements that the 
business earned cash that was not reported (TT 630-33). 
The Court found that such cash did not exist (FF 12). 
Jan's appraiser testified that if he corrected his 
mathematical errors and if he removed the $12,000.00 from 
his equation, the value of Breinholt Music was $98,000.00 
(TT 633). 
14. Neil's appraiser testified that Breinholt 
Music was worth approximately $118,000.00 based upon the 
value of the rent-to-own equipment as it had existed 
several months earlier. The rent-to-own accounts were 
reduced in the interval as a result of the normal payment 
schedule (TT 343-45). 
15. Both appraisers testified that they had 
insufficient information on the economy in Carbon County 
to factor the economy into their valuations and, 
therefore, both appraisers testified that their valuation 
of Breinholt Music would be the same whether it was 
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located in Salt Lake City or in Carbon County (TT 341-
42). 
16. From the evidence, the Court found that 
some downward adjustment in the appraised value of the 
business was appropriate due to the lower economic 
conditions in Carbon County (FF 15). 
17. The Trial Court awarded child support to 
Jan in the sum of $461.00 per month based upon the Utah 
Uniform Child Support Guidelines and also ordered that 
Neil continue to pay $160.00 per month to provide medical 
insurance for the children (FF 21). The child support 
figures were based upon an income for Neil of $36,000.00 
in earned income and $6,000.00 in unearned income for a 
total of $42,000.00. The Court considered and utilized 
all of the income from Breinholt Music even though Neil 
worked 40 to 60 hours every week in that business. The 
Court made no reduction for the overtime attributable to 
Breinholt Music as it had been the historic family 
income. The Court did not include Neil's income from the 
Carbon County Commission (FF 19, 21). 
18. The Trial Court awarded Jan the sum of 
$500.00 per month for and as permanent alimony (FF 26). 
19. Jan testified that she needed 
approximately $2f800.00 per month to maintain her 
lifestyle (Ex. 58; Add. D). Her requests included $430.00 
for the mortgage payment, $300.00 for a college fund for 
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the children and approximately $200.00 per month for a 
retirement plan (Ex. 58; Add. D). Without those items, 
Jan's needs were approximately $1,900.00 per month. 
20. Neil asked the Court to award Jan the 
marital residence and adjacent lot valued at $94,500.00 
together with sufficient cash from the savings accounts 
to pay off the modest mortgage of approximately 
$11,000.00 (TT 225-6). This eliminated the need to 
maintain a mortgage payment (Ex. 13; Add. E). 
Additionally, Neil argued that requiring him to pay 
alimony for the establishment of a college fund for the 
children would constitute either double child support or 
child support that extended beyond the age of 18 
(Argument of counsel). 
21. The Court•s property distribution awarded 
Jan the home and substantial cash assets which would have 
allowed for the payment of the modest mortgage (FF 24 and 
25). 
22. The Court awarded Jan $461.00 in child 
support, $160.00 in medical insurance benefits for the 
children, $500.00 in alimony and found that she could 
earn $500.00 more per month and would receive unearned 
income of $500.00 per month for a total of $2,121.00 from 
which to meet needs of less than $2,000.00 (FF 20, 21, 
24, 25, 26). Additionally, the Court awarded Jan the 
$5,300.00 in unauthorized expenditures taken from the 
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accounts during the separation and approximately 
$11,000.00 more in household goods than was given to Neil 
"as additional assistance to her" (FF 25; Ex. 13; Add. 
E). 
23. Neil provided the Court with a Financial 
Declaration which included all of the income, including 
his County Commission employment (Ex. 11; Add. F) . After 
payment of the child support, alimony, medical insurance 
for the children, as well as his own living expenses, 
Neil had $3,684.00 in expenditures and only $3,485.00 in 
useable income (Ex. 11; Add. F). 
24. Given the testimony that Neil was working 
a minimum of 70 hours per week and sometimes as much as 
100 hours per week between Breinholt Music and the County 
Commission (FF 17), the Court felt that the policy 
embodied in Section 78-45-7.5(2) was applicable with even 
greater force to the issue of alimony (FF 19). The policy 
is based upon the belief that support obligations should 
not require persons to become indentured servants in 
order to meet their support obligations by requiring them 
to work unreasonable hours. 
25. After 2 h days of trial, the Court took 
the matter under advisement, issued a written Memorandum 
Decision and signed and entered Findings of Fact, 
Conclusions of Law and Decree of Divorce on June 14, 1994 
(Add A) . 
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26. Jan's Notice of Appeal was timely filed. 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
Neil contends that Jan has failed to apply the 
appropriate Standard of Review in this case. An analysis 
of Jan's arguments demonstrates that she is attacking the 
Trial Court's Findings of Fact and, therefore, she is 
required to marshal all of the evidence in support of the 
Findings and demonstrate thatf despite the evidence, the 
Trial Court's Findings were clearly erroneous. She has 
failed in that responsibility. As suchf this Court should 
refuse to consider her attack upon either the Trial 
Court's alimony award or its valuation of the family 
business. 
In arguendo the Trial Court entered an alimony 
award which was supported by the evidence. The Trial 
Court considered all of the relevant factors in 
establishing its alimony award. Since Jan has failed to 
marshal all of the evidence in favor of the Court' s 
alimony award and has pointed out only those items of 
disputed evidence which she feels did not support the 
alimony awardf she has failed to carry her burden of 
proof. As such, this Court should uphold the alimony 
award established by the Trial Court. 
The Trial Court entered an express Finding of 
Fact which determined the appropriate level of gross 
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income available to Neil to satisfy his child support 
obligations pursuant to Section 78-45-7.5(4), Utah Code 
Annotated. Again Jan has failed to marshal all of the 
evidence that supported the Court•s child support award 
and then demonstrate, despite that evidence, that the 
Finding was clearly erroneous. Since she has failed in 
that responsibility, the Trial Court's child support 
award should be upheld. 
The Trial Court spent a substantial portion of 
its Memorandum Decision outlining numerous Findings of 
Fact as well as the Court's reasoning in establishing a 
valuation for Breinholt Music in the sum of $100,000.00. 
In this instance, Jan has not only failed to marshal the 
evidence in support of the valuation but has actually 
ignored much of same. After correcting his mathematical 
errors and removing $12,000.00 in undocumented earnings, 
Jan's own appraiser established a value for Breinholt 
Music of $98,000.00. Since Jan has failed to marshal all 
of the evidence in favor of the Trial Court's valuation 
and, despite such evidence, demonstrate that the 
valuation was clearly erroneous, the Trial Court's 
valuation of the family business should be upheld. 
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ARGUMENT 
SINCE THE APPELLANT FAILED TO MARSHAL ALL OF THE EVIDENCE 
WHICH SUPPORTED THE FINDINGS OF THE TRIAL COURT AND, 
DESPITE SUCH EVIDENCE, DEMONSTRATE THAT THE FINDINGS WERE 
CLEARLY ERRONEOUS, THE APPELLATE COURT SHOULD REFUSE TO 
CONSIDER AN ATTACK ON THE TRIAL COURT'S ALIMONY AWARD OR 
ITS VALUATION OF THE FAMILY BUSINESS. 
A review of Appellant's arguments indicate that 
the Appellant is really attacking the Trial Court's 
Findings of Fact and not its Conclusions of Law. The 
Trial Court entered numerous and express Findings of Fact 
in the case at bar. Those Findings should be reviewed in 
light of the guidelines found in Rule 52(a), Utah Rules 
of Civil Procedure. Rule 52(a) provides, in relevant 
part, as follows: 
Rule 52: Findings by the Court. 
(a) Effect. In all actions tried 
upon the facts without a jury..., the 
court shall find the facts specially and 
state separately its conclusions of law 
thereon, and judgment shall be entered 
pursuant to Rule 58A;...Findings of FactP 
whether based QD oral Q£ documentary 
evidence, shall not be set aside unless 
clearly erroneousf and due regard shall 
be given to the opportunity of the trial 
court to judge the credibility of the 
witnesses. The findings of a master, to 
the extent that the court adopts them, 
shall be considered as the findings of 
the court. It will be sufficient if the 
findings of fact and conclusions of law 
are stated orally and recorded in open 
court following the close of the evidence 
or appear in an opinion or memorandum of 
decision filed by the court... 
[Emphasis added by Order of the 
Utah Supreme Court on October 
30, 1986 and became effective 
on January 1, 1987.] 
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An analysis of the 1987 modification of Rule 
52(a) demonstrates a clear intent to avoid retrying the 
facts of the case at the Appellate level. Since a divorce 
action is an equitable case, the Trial Courts have been 
given broad discretion in making awards. Riche v. Richer 
784 P.2d 465 (Utah App. 1989); Sukin v. Sukin, 842 P.2d 
922 (Utah App. 1992); Mauahan v. Maughan, 770 P.2d 156 
(Utah App. 1989); Myers v. Myers, 768 P.2d 979 (Utah App. 
1989); Shioji v. Shioji, 712 P.2d 197 (Utah 1985). 
Appellate Courts have traditionally granted great 
deference to the Trial Court's Findings of Fact and do 
not overturn them unless they are clearly erroneous. 
Additionally, Appellate Courts have traditionally 
deferred to the Trial Court for purposes of judging the 
credibility of witnesses. Rule 52(a), Utah Rules of Civil 
Procedure; Myers. supra; Shiojir supra; Richef supra. 
In Riche v. RicheP supra, this Court stated: 
Husband, in his brief on appeal, 
refers this court to evidence which 
conflicts with the trial court's 
findings and supports his contention 
that he should have been awarded 
custody of the four children. 
However, Husband does not "marshal 
the evidence in support of the 
findings and then demonstrate that 
despite this evidence, the trial 
court's findings are so lacking in 
support as to be "against the clear 
weight of the evidence,' thus making 
them "clearly erroneous.•" Bartell, 
776 P.2d at 886 (quoting Walker. 743 
P.2d at 193). See also Scharf v. BMG 
Corp.. 700 P.2d 1068, 1070 (Utah 
1985); Harker v. Condominiums Forest 
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Glen, Inc.. 740 P.2d 1361, 1362 
(Utah Ct. App. 1987)- Therefore, we 
decline to further consider 
Husband•s attack on the court•s 
findings as to custody. (Riche, 
supra p. 468). 
In Shiojir the Supreme Court has also expressly 
provided: 
On appeal from a judgment of the Trial 
Court, our [Appellate Court) role is not 
to substitute our own findings for those 
of the Trial Court
 f but to examine the 
record for evidence supporting the 
judgment. 
(Shioji, supra, at 201.) 
[Emphasis added] 
Given that express statement of the role of the 
Appellate Court, the Appellant is charged with the 
responsibility of (1) marshaling all the evidence in 
support of the Findings, and (2) demonstrating that, 
despite that evidence, the Trial Court's Findings are so 
lacking in support as to be against the clear weight of 
the evidence. 
In the case at bar, Appellant contends that the 
Trial Court erred in its Conclusions of Law; however, a 
review of the actual arguments (more fully discussed in 
each of the following points of this brief) reveals that 
Appellant is actually attacking the Findings of Fact of 
the Trial Court. The Appellant has not applied the proper 
Standard of Review. She has not marshaled all of the 
evidence which was presented to the Trial Court nor made 
any attempt to evaluate the Court's reasoning nor has she 
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demonstrated that the reasoning or the Findings based 
thereon were clearly erroneous. Since the Plaintiff has 
failed to marshal all of the evidence and demonstrate 
that the Findings were clearly erroneous, this Court 
should refuse to consider any further attack on the Trial 
Court's alimony award or its valuation of the family 
business. Hagan v. Hagan, 810 P.2d 478 (Utah App. 1991). 
One portion of Appellant's argument might be 
considered to be an attack upon one Conclusion of Law 
reached by the Trial Court. In referring to Section 78-
45-7.5(2) , Utah Code Annotated (1993), the Trial Court 
concluded that said section required consideration of 
income from the equivalent of only one full time job in 
setting child support. That statement is a conclusion of 
law and is an accurate statement of Utah law. The Court 
went on to provide "this Court believes the policy behind 
that rule applies with even greater force in 
consideration of alimony". The Court did not adopt this 
statement as a Conclusion of Law but rather applied the 
reasoning that is embodied in the child support statute 
to the Court's evaluation and consideration of alimony. 
Appellee contends that this sentence is part of the 
reasoning used by the Trial Court in reaching its final 
alimony award but is only a small portion of the 
justification for same which was outlined by the Court in 
its detailed Findings of Fact. 
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Appellee agrees that Conclusions of Law are 
reviewed for correctness and are given no special 
deference on appeal. Howell v. Howell, 806 P.2d 1209 
(Utah App. 1991); Smith v. Smith. 793 P.2d 407f (Utah 
App. 1990). However, Appellant has taken one isolated 
statement out of paragraph 19 of the Findings of Fact and 
now contends that the isolated sentence is a Conclusion 
of Law and requires a different Standard of Review. In 
reality, the sentence is merely part of the reasoning 
contained in that specific Finding of Fact. As such, it 
should be reviewed as a Finding and not a Conclusion of 
Law as will be more fully discussed hereafter. 
II 
SINCE THE TRIAL COURT ENTERED AN ALIMONY AWARD WHICH WAS 
SUPPORTED BY THE EVIDENCE AND CONSIDERED THE RELEVANT 
FACTORS FOR ALIMONY, SINCE THE TRIAL COURT ENTERED 
FINDINGS OF FACT WHICH CANNOT BE DETERMINED TO BE CLEARLY 
ERRONEOUS AND SINCE THE APPELLANT FAILED TO MARSHAL ALL 
OF THE EVIDENCE AND PROPERLY ATTACK THE FINDINGS OF FACT, 
THE ALIMONY AWARD ENTERED IN THE DECREE OF DIVORCE SHOULD 
BE UPHELD. 
The principles governing an award of alimony 
are well established under Utah law. The primary function 
of alimony is to provide support for a spouse which will 
maintain a standard of living enjoyed by that spouse 
during the marriage and prevent the spouse from becoming 
a public charge. Jones v. Jones. 700 P.2d 1072 (Utah 
1985); English v. English, 565 P.2d 409 (Utah 1977); 
Eames v. Eames, 735 P.2d 395 (Utah App. 1987); Martinez 
v. Martinez, 818 P.2d 538 (Utah 1991). By way of 
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ciiiii i v ii. , nil • /'ipi'M1 Lia i c C o u r t s h a v e a r t i c u l a t e d t h r e e 
factors which should be considered :i n fixing an alimony 
award: 
(1) The financial conditions and needs 
of the receiving spouse; 
(2) The ability of the receiving spouse 
to produce a sufficient income for 
him or herself; and 
(j) The ability of the iij::?»fMjinJ j iiq ^\n\ivse-
to provide support. 
[See Throckmorton v. ThrockmortonP 
767 P.2d 121 (Utah App. 1QRR\-
Martinez
 f supra at p. 542.] 
& i . h«* 
evidence utilized by the Trial Court In reaching its 
alimony award and incorrectly classifies Findings 
a elevant 
Findings 0! Fact entered by the Trial Court gives some 
illumination * *;he Court's reasonina 
e extractions o Findings 
Fact that are relevai he TiilaJ J. award „ 
alimony: 
1. Since 1985, Neil has owned and operated 
Breinholt Music. Jan assisted in 
operating the store until 1988 (FF 7) 
z. JLHV frugality of the parties and their 
aggressive use of the business to pay 
expenses with both a business and 
personal purpose have permitted them to 
accumulate substantial wealth over the 
years (FF 7 ) . 
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The valuation of the business will affect 
the Court's distribution of property and 
debts as well as child support and 
alimony since the store is Neil's primary 
source of income, (FF 8). 
The Court must also take into 
consideration that Neil's compensation to 
Jan for her interest in the store will 
also affect the availability of his 
income for purposes of providing support 
(FF 8). 
Defendant's appraisal contained 
approximately $7,300.00 in mathematical 
errors and was also based on assumptions 
of additional income which the Court 
finds were not supported by the evidence 
(FF 11). 
Neil's testimony, the testimony of the 
store employee, the testimony of the 
store accountant and the Federal tax 
returns are all consistent with respect 
to the amount of income earned by the 
business and such testimony does not 
support Jam's contention that additional 
cash is being earned by the business (FF 
12) . 
Pursuant to the Court's Supplemental 
Ruling on Objections to Proposed Findings 
and Decree, the Court further explains 
that it declined to fix an amount for 
expenses "aggressively deducted" by the 
Breinholts on their income tax returns. 
In valuing the business
 f the Court 
considered all of the evidence on that 
issue, including the appraisals and the 
testimony of the parties about the health 
of the business and the general economy 
(FF 15). 
In its Ruling on Objections the Court 
further explained that the income of 
small business is attributable to two 
primary components: (1) the efforts of 
the owner, and (2) the capital invested 
by the owner. That portion of the income 
attributable to the efforts of the owner 
is earned income and is properly taken 
into account in setting support 
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obligations. It is what the owner earns 
by the "sweat of the brow". The portion of 
income attributable to the capital 
investment can be capitalized to arrive 
at a value for the business. This is the 
primary method employed by 11K appraisers 
and the Court in valuing the business (FF 
16) 
The Court finds that Neil has worked 
between 40 and 60 hours per week at 
Breinholt Music and often puts in almost 
30 hours per week at the Carbon County 
Commission as a Commissioner. The Court 
finds that income from only one full time 
job should be considered in setting 
support obligations and, thereforef the 
Court excluded Neil's income as Carbon 
County Commissioner because his work at 
Breinholt Music already exceeds more than 
40 hours per week (FF 17). 
The Court i±nds that Neil's income for 
working al Breinholt Music, as opposed to 
return on his investment in Breinholt 
Music, is the sum of $36f000.00 per year. 
In setting alimony, the Court considered 
only the income that each party may be 
expected to earn "by the sweat of the 
brow". Since marital assets were divided 
equally and since neither party has 
substantial non-marital propertyf the 
Court finds that investment or "unearned" 
income is presumed to be equalf in 
substantial in comparison with "earned" 
income and, therefore, excluded from the 
alimony calculations (FF 18). 
HAL IUUIL finds that Jan it. <«! able-
bodied woman who has held various jobs as 
a loan officer at a bank, a receptionist 
and an assistant in the surveying 
department for a local mining company. 
Additionally, Jan handled accounts for 
Breinholt Music during the early years of 
the business. Although Jan has been out 
of the job market, it appears that she 
was planning to re-enter same and had 
actually applied for and received her 
business license in order to open a home 
interior design business. The parties* 
youngest child will enter school in a few 
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months and the Court finds that Jan 
should be able to earn an income of at 
least $6,000.00 per year. Utah law is 
clear that the Court should consider only 
the income from the equivalent of one 
full time job in setting child support, 
Section 78-45-7.5(2), Utah Code Annotated 
(1993). This Court believes that the 
policy behind that rule applies with even 
greater force when considering the issue 
of alimony. Accordingly, the Court did 
not consider Plaintiff's earnings from 
his second job in setting alimony (FF 
19). 
The Court finds that father's earned 
income is $36,000.00 per year and 
mother's capacity for earned income is 
$6,000.00. The Court further finds that 
each of the parties can expect to receive 
$6,000.00 per year of unearned actual or 
imputed income which they will receive 
from the property awarded to them under 
the Decree of Divorce and, therefore, in 
determining child support, the father's 
gross annual income is the sum of 
$42,000.00 per year and the mother' s 
gross annual income is the sum of 
$12,000.00 per year (FF 21). 
Neil should be ordered to pay to Jan the 
sum of $461.00 per month for and as child 
support for the two minor children until 
each child reaches her respective age of 
majority or through the month of her 
regularly scheduled graduation from high 
school, whichever date is later with 
automatic adjustment thereafter as 
provided in Section 78-45-7.10, U.C.A. 
(FF 21). 
Although Appellee will not regurgitate 
the property distribution at this time, a 
review of FF 24 and 25 will demonstrate 
that Jan received property with marital 
equity of approximately $110,000.00 and 
cash accounts and IRA's totaling 
approximately $74,000.00, excluding 
interest. The Court then went on to say, 
"the Court specifically does not award 
anything to Neil for the unauthorized 
expenditures by Jan from the accounts or 
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for the disproportionate division of 
furniture and furnishings which favor 
Jan. The Court will award those to Jan as 
additional assistance to her" (FF ?.c). 
] 5. Because of the ] ong duration of the 
marriage, Jan's employment history and 
the ages of the children, the Court finds 
that this Is an appropriate case for 
indefinite alimony. Neil's alimony 
obligation is based on the assumption 
that he will be earning $36,000.00 per 
year from Breinholt Music and that Jan 
will be earning $6,000.00 from her 
personal earnings and investment returns 
at least as soon as the youngest child 
starts school in the fall. Although Jan 
could support the family for some time on 
the property she has received in this 
distribution, she should not be required 
to do so as long as Neil is profitably 
employed. The Court finds that Neil can 
reasonably pay and that Jan will 
reasonably need the sum of $500.00 per 
month which will equalize the income of 
the parties after taxes and child support 
obligations are taken jntP consideration. 
Said alimony shall commence with the 
month of April, 1994 and shall continue 
each and every month thereafter unless 
terminated automatically by remarriage or 
death or termination by the Court 
pursuant to statute (FF 26). 
J ilicr i* "viewing ail '.he Court's Findings of 
Fact that bear on the issue alimony and ' merely 
attempting nterpret 
pecif i< 
determinations with respect incomes, earning 
capacities and resourc s. 
Appellant should have marshaled all the evidence that 
supported the Cour* Findings of Fact ^ order ,o 
determ ^e clearly 
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erroneous. A review of just major portions of the 
evidence will demonstrate justification for the Findings. 
First, the Court received substantial testimony 
concerning the standard of living enjoyed by the parties 
during the marriage. Neil testified about the amount of 
money that had been utilized by the family from the 
business in meeting family living expenses throughout the 
history of Breinholt Music. He provided the Court with an 
exhibit which traced the history of the family 
expenditures and the acquisition of the family assets 
since the inception of Breinholt Music (Ex 67; Add. C). 
He testified that the family averaged approximately 
$16,000.00 of take home income per year during the 
history of the marriage (TT 762-3; Ex. 67; Add. C). He 
provided the Court with all of the exhibits, check 
registries, checks, tax returns and other documents to 
support his figures. From that evidence, the Court found 
that the parties had lived frugally and that such 
frugality had led to the accumulation of substantial 
wealth (FF 7). 
Both for purposes of valuation of the business 
and for purposes of establishing Neil's primary source of 
income, the Court reviewed the historic earnings of the 
business. The Court had tax returns, canceled checks, 
account registries, inventories and various business 
summaries before it by way of exhibits. The Court also 
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ons fropi two business 
appraisers. The Court listened t allegations that 
cash was withdrawn from the busii L 
€ business. The Court found 
that the evidence did not support Jan's contentions (FF 
12). Neil provided the Court wii h I • -m.i -tnl I ILCvikJU'»»H 
c xpenditure out of Breinholt Music for the past 
yea 142-448. categorized each 
expenditure and ident might 
have some element ^ discretion assignee tried 
to correct errors made appraiser Cox * Exhibits 
19 and z *- .. the reason 
for each discretionary expenditure. For example, Jan had 
raised an issue about a $500.00 donation to KNOCA, 
Nip testimony demonstrated 
wisdom of Uial;, donation. The KNOCA activities are an 
extremely valuable tool or Breinholt Mus 
1 in the KNOCA choir (TT 435). 
Those children o: t IK i anu Sth graders who will 
buying musica nstruments 
>ir program I Vi «i i'i I Additionally, 
Neil narrated the event and performed with the children 
as a favor t;o music teach* 
, Finally, Neil testified that Breinholt Music 
receives considerable income as a result ui that donation 
(TT 434-35). 
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Jan also contended that expenses related to the 
boat were erroneously claimed by the business. A review 
of the tax returns demonstrates that the boat was 
generally treated as a family expense and only that 
percentage of the boat's use attributable to the business 
was ever deducted (TT 476-77). In the year preceding the 
divorce, the boat had been used twice (TT 474). Both uses 
were for business (TT 475). The importance of those trips 
to Breinholt Music was apparent to the Court when Exhibit 
45f a copy of the cover of Music, Inc. Magazine, was 
introduced into evidence (Ex. 45; Add. G) . The front 
cover of the magazine contained the picture of Scott Peck 
who had been taken to Lake Powell on the boat. That cover 
also demonstrated the importance of Mr. Peck in the music 
industry and, specifically, Neil testified as to the 
value of that relationship to Breinholt Music (TT 474-
76). From such testimony, the Court can reasonably 
conclude that the discretionary income expended by 
Breinholt Music for business purposes was, indeed, a 
business expense and not a personal one. Marshaling all 
of the evidence will result in the conclusion that the 
Trial Court's Finding is not clearly erroneous and that 
Neil's earned income from the store is, indeed, 
$36,000.00 per year (FF 18). 
Jan contends that the Court has excluded 
"unearned income" from its determination of alimony and 
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1 considered "income earned 
by La* L .^  irgumen gnores the 
express language " "•-•-'_ 
J . would conside: 
the income that each party may be expected "by 
the sweau v^ uae brow" because marital assets were 
divided equally, neither party had substantial non-
marital property, and unearned income is presumed t 
equal (FF 
unearned income was approximately $6,000.00 e^c; 
the parties based upon their reasonable expectations 
interestf capi investment 
return Finding I s not clearly erroneous 
review returns and the testimony 
<* family had interest 
income,- acome from theit IR II • s and various other 
categories of unearned income. 
1
 In* unearned income in Lh*» alimony issue 
because the unearned income was equal betwee parties 
(FF '''he Court exam 
h as non-marital income found that 
not have any meaningful bearinc < > of alimony. 
A careful reading 
the Court ^ torget Include those categories 
income but found they were equ *u 
subst i itil-t.1 1IMIT liie Court ^ 
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consider the disparity in earned income in order to 
address the alimony issue. Since the Court expressly 
found that each of the parties had $6f000.00 in unearned 
income and since the Court included that income in its 
determination of child support, the choice to leave the 
off-setting unearned income out of the alimony 
calculation is not clearly erroneous. 
Jan further contends that the Trial Court erred 
in considering income earned only "by the sweat of the 
brow". Again, this is a misreading of the Trial Court's 
Findings. The Trial Court first defined "sweat of the 
brow" in Findings of Fact 16 in order to explain the 
difference between unearned and earned income (FF 16). 
The Court went on to find that all other sources of 
income were equal and, therefore, the Court should 
concentrate on that portion of the earnings which were 
disparate, namelyf the earned income (FF 18). If the 
unearned income had not been equal, Jan's argument would 
have some merit. Since the Court found that the unearned 
income was equalf Jan's argument makes no sense and 
ignores the express Finding of the Court. 
Finallyf Jan argues that Crompton v. Crompton, 
255 Utah Adv. Rep. 32 (Utah App. 1994), requires this 
Court to overturn the Trial Court's alimony award because 
the Trial Court excluded Neil's Commission income from 
it's alimony determination. Appellee respectfully 
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disagrees. Crompton. supra, does not require or even 
recommend that income from secondary employment be 
included in the alimony equation. It merely holds "it 
would be inappropriate for an Appellate Court to tie the 
hands of a Trial Court by confining its consideration of 
income in every case to only that which springs from a 40 
hour week source" (Crompton. supra at p. 34). Crompton 
additionally stands for the proposition that the standard 
of living of the marriage should be determined based upon 
the needs of the parties to the marriage as defined by 
the parties' own decision concerning their standard of 
living. The case goes on to say that an alimony award is 
highly fact specific and dependent on the parties 
themselves. "For this reason, Trial Courts are given 
broad discretion to determine the standard of living that 
existed during the marriage in an effort to equalize the 
parties' post-divorce status." Cromptonf supra at p. 34. 
Given the express language of Crompton
 f an analysis of 
this Trial Court's Findings demonstrates the reasoning of 
the alimony award. First, the Court found that the 
parties had lived a lifestyle of frugality during their 
marriage (FF 7). That Finding was supported by 
substantial evidence. Neil testified about the modest 
standard of living during the marriage and the savings 
and accumulation of assets as a result (TT 758-763; Ex. 
67; Add. C). He also provided the Court with a detailed 
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breakdown which established the amount of income used for 
family expenses and the amounts used for the acquisition 
of the assets which were ultimately divided in this 
divorce (TT 758-763; Ex. 67, Add. C). Neil also testified 
that during the separation Jan had expended large sums of 
money which were not characteristic of the expenditures 
of the family during the marriage (TT 126-133, 755-756). 
Neil provided the Court with evidence indicating that the 
family take home pay averaged approximately $16,000.00 
and that sum was used for day-to-day living expenses for 
the family of four throughout much of the marriage (Ex 
67; Add. C). In light of such evidence, the Court can 
reasonably find that the standard of living enjoyed by 
the parties during the marriage was based upon frugality 
and that Finding of Fact has not been demonstrated to be 
clearly erroneous. 
The Court specifically found that Neil had 
earned income from Breinholt Music of $36,000.00 per year 
and that he enjoyed unearned income of $6,000.00 per year 
(equal to Jan's unearned income). The Court found that 
Neil could reasonably pay the sum of $500.00 per month to 
assist Jan with her living expenses. Neil testified with 
respect to his expenses and provided the Court with a 
detailed Financial Declaration (TT 157-72; Ex. 11, Add. 
F). He testified about the high cost of rental property 
in the area and his decision to purchase a home because 
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the mortgage payments were less expensive than the cost 
of rent (TT 226-27). He justified his expenses to the 
Court including $160.00 per month for medical insurance 
for the minor children (FF 20). He also testified that 
due to Jan's high expenditures which consumed much of the 
income from the business, he was being forced to live on 
the income from his second job as County Commissioner. 
His take home pay from the County Commission was a little 
over $1,300.00 per month (TT 308). He was putting in 
approximately 30 hours a week at the commission in 
addition to 40 to 60 hours a week at Breinholt Music in 
order to try and make ends meet during the separation of 
the parties (FF 17). Additionally, Neil had only been 
appointed to the Carbon County Commission in the spring 
of 1992 approximately six months before the separation of 
the parties. His income from the commission position had 
not been a part of the historic earnings of the family. 
Although the Court could have considered Neil's 
total income at the time of the divorce (Howell, supra) , 
if that would have been equitable, the Court was not 
required to do so. Instead, the Court was persuaded by 
the reasoning adopted in the child support statute, 
Section 78-45-7.5(2) U.C.A., (FF 19). The Court did not 
say that the child support statute applied to alimony. 
The Court did say "that the policy behind that rule 
applies with even greater force when considering the 
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issue of alimony" (FF 19). Our legislature recognized the 
equity in establishing child support obligations based 
upon one full time job. A responsible parent who was 
working extra hours to meet his obligations was being 
penalized for his responsibility and, therefore, the 
statute was adopted. As Crompton. supra, points out "an 
alimony award is highly fact specific". In the current 
case, this Trial Court heard substantial testimony about 
the number of hours being worked by Neil each week. 
Although the Court could have considered his commission 
income, it is obvious that the Court did not feel it was 
appropriate in this case, as it would have required Mr. 
Breinholt to have continued working 70 to 100 hours a 
week. Such a policy punishes people for hard work and 
discourages work incentive. 
Even though Neil worked 40 to 60 hours at 
Breinholt Music, the Court made no attempt to reduce his 
historic earnings for the overtime, unlike the Crompton 
Court. This Court used the traditional historic earnings 
of Breinholt Music, which had been the sole source of 
income for the family throughout all but the last six 
months of the marriage. The Court's decision is 
particularly meritorious when the post-divorce lifestyle 
of Jan is examined. It was within the sound discretion of 
the Trial Court to exclude the income from the County 
Commission job and base the Court's award of alimony on 
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the historic income of the family during the marriage. 
Such a Finding is not clearly erroneous and should not be 
disturbed on appeal. 
Finally, the Court found that Jan reasonably 
needed the sum of $500.00 by way of alimony. Jan 
presented her financial statement to the Court (Ex. 58, 
Add. D). During cross-examination, Jan admitted that if 
she was awarded the home and sufficient money to pay off 
the small mortgage ($11,000.00) , she would have no house 
payment. The Court's property division awarded the 
marital home and substantial cash assets to Jan in order 
to accomplish the preservation of the family home for Jan 
and the children with no need for a monthly mortgage 
expense (FF 24 & 25). A review of Jan's Financial 
Declaration and cross-examination of her testimony (TT 
717-722) on the Financial Declaration disclosed that it 
includes numerous items that are not reasonable or 
necessary expenses. For example, Jan requested that Neil 
be required to pay her alimony so that she could create 
a college fund for the children. Such a position would 
require Neil to pay child support beyond age 18 or, 
alternatively, to pay almost double the statutory child 
support amount. It is appropriate that the Court chose to 
disregard such expenditures (Ex. 58; Add. D). The Trial 
Court is the judge of the credibility of witnesses. (Rule 
52a, U.R.C.P.). The Trial Court may choose to believe the 
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expenditures of one party over that of the other. In the 
case at bar, it is obvious that the Court chose to 
believe the expenditures as presented by Neil which 
evidence that the standard of living of the parties had 
been approximately $16,000.00 plus taxes for the family 
of four. 
The Trial Court•s award of alimony guaranteed 
that Jan would have an almost identical post-divorce 
lifestyle. The Court found that Jan was an able-bodied 
woman who had a significant work history (FF 19). At one 
time Jan had earned $1,200.00 per month. She had left 
work after the birth of her second child but was planning 
to open a home interior design business right up until 
the time of the separation of the parties (TT 177 and 
724). Her father testified that he had given her 
$40,000.00 to start the business and that money was still 
available to her (TT 522-524). She admitted that she had 
obtained the business license (TT 700). It is not 
unreasonable for the Court to conclude that with her 
background, her age, her skills and the financial assets 
available to her that she had the capacity to earn 
$500.00 per month or $6,000.00 per year from "the sweat 
of her own brow". Additionally, it was not unreasonable 
to assume that her cash investments of over $75,000.00 
and other assets awarded to her would provide her with 
unearned income of $6,000.00 per year for a total of 
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$12,000.00 before the receipt of any of the child support 
or alimony. The Court then awarded her $500.00 per month 
in alimony which is another $6,000.00 per year and 
$461.00 per month plus $160.00 in medical insurance 
premiums for the children's support. That is a total of 
$621.00 per month or $7,452.00 per year to meet the 
children's needs. Jan's grand total by way of earned, 
unearned and imputed income, alimony, child support and 
medical insurance benefits is $2,121.00 per month or 
$25,452.00 per year. She continues to reside in the 
marital residence and is the sole owner of same. She has 
a substantial IRA account and cash assets totaling 
approximately $75,000.00. Additionally, the Court awarded 
Jan all of her unauthorized expenditures of $5,300.00 
which she took from the family savings during the 
separation and a dis-proportionately favorable 
distribution of furniture and furnishings (FF 25) valued 
in Neil's distribution at over $11,000.00 without giving 
Neil anything in exchange. The Court expressly found "the 
Court will award those to Jan as additional assistance to 
her" (FF 25). Such evidence clearly supports the Findings 
of the Trial Court and the alimony award contained in the 
Decree. Since the alimony award is not clearly erroneous 
and since it expressly addresses Jan's needs, Neil's 
ability to pay and the lifestyle of the parties during 
the marriage, it should not be overturned. 
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Ill 
THE TRIAL COURT ENTERED AN EXPRESS FIND OF FACT WHICH 
DETERMINED THE APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF GROSS INCOME 
AVAILABLE TO THE PARENT TO SATISFY THE CHILD SUPPORT 
AWARD AND SINCE THE APPELLANT FAILED TO MARSHAL ALL OF 
THE EVIDENCE AND, DESPITE THAT EVIDENCE, DEMONSTRATE THAT 
THE CHILD SUPPORT AWARD WAS CLEARLY ERRONEOUS, THE TRIAL 
COURT'S FINDING SHOULD BE UPHELD. 
Appellant contends that the Trial Court failed 
to determine the reasonable and necessary expenses 
required to operate the business known as Breinholt Music 
and that such a determination is required by Section 78-
45-7.5(4) Utah Code Annotated. Said statute provides as 
follows: 
(4)(a): Gross income from self-employment 
or operation of a business shall be 
calculated by subtracting necessary 
expenses required for self-employment or 
business operation from gross receipts. 
The income and expenses from self-
employment or operation of a business 
shall be reviewed to determine an 
Appropriate level of gross income 
available to the parent tfi satisfy 3 
child support award* Only those expenses 
necessary to allow the business to 
operate at a reasonable level may be 
deducted from gross receipts. 
Nothing in the statute requires that the Court 
enter a finding about the specific expenses of the 
business. The statute does require that the Trial Court 
review the income and expenses and enter an express 
finding which determines the appropriate level of gross 
income available to the parent. In the case at bar, the 
Trial Court entered an express Finding of Fact in 
complete compliance with the statute. The Court found 
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that Neil's earned income from working at Breinholt Music 
was the sum of $36f000.00 per year (FF 18). The Court 
also found that Neil's unearned income from Breinholt 
Music and his investment return was the sum of $6,000.00 
per year (FF 21). In conformity with the statute and the 
Utah Uniform Child Support Guidelines, the Court found 
that Neil's gross income for purposes of child support 
was the sum of $42,000.00 per year (FF 21). 
Given the Trial Court's express Findings of 
Fact, the Appellant is now charged with the 
responsibility of marshaling all of the evidence which 
would support the Trial Court's Finding and, despite that 
evidence, demonstrating that the Finding was clearly 
erroneous. The Appellant makes no attempt to marshal all 
of the evidence. Instead, the Appellant turned to two 
exhibits (Defendant's Exhibit 19 and Defendant's Exhibit 
20) and contends that those exhibits demonstrate that 
Neil has more income available to him. Defendant 
consistently misunderstood the significance of the 
documents which were introduced in those exhibits. The 
testimony at trial established that Neil had prepared 
those documents to demonstrate the cash flow of the 
business. Those items marked "I" were funds that were 
income. Those items marked MB" were business items over 
which Neil had no control. Those items marked "DM, which 
Neil had originally and unfortunately called 
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"discretionary" expenditures, were actually business 
expenditures over which Neil had some discretion or some 
control (TT 285, 442-446). Neil's testimony established 
that a discretionary expenditure was an expenditure such 
as advertising. He could choose to spend an advertising 
dollar in order to gain income for the business or he 
could elect not to spend the advertising dollar and risk 
a loss of business. Neil's testimony established the 
basis that he used in making the decision. The Court did 
not find any of those expenses to be unreasonable or 
unnecessary in the operation of the business which is 
demonstrated by the fact that the Court placed Neil's 
income at $36,000.00 per year. Neil additionally 
testified that money was set aside in savings for 
purposes of replenishing the rent-to-own instruments. 
That did not mean that the money in savings was there for 
personal use or could have been used for personal 
consumption. The transcript is filled with testimony that 
would justify the Trial Court's Finding with respect to 
Neil's income. All of the Schedule C income tax returns 
would indicate a gross income between $38,000.00 and 
$41,000.00 (Add. B). The Appellant ignores the fact that 
the Trial Court found that Neil had $36,000.00 in earned 
income from Breinholt Music and an additional $6,000.00 
in unearned income from Breinholt Music and some interest 
for a total of $42,000.00. That Finding is in total 
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conformity with Schedule C from the tax returns of the 
parties even though Neil testified that the income from 
the business was slightly down for the year 1994. 
The Trial Court entered express Findings of 
Fact as required by Section 78-45-7.5(4) U.C.A. Having 
entered those Findings, the Appellant is required to 
marshal, not ignore, the evidence that supports the 
Finding and demonstrate, despite such evidence, that the 
Findings of Fact were clearly erroneous. The Appellant 
has failed to carry that burden of proof and, therefore, 
the Trial Court should be affirmed. 
IV 
SINCE APPELLANT HAS FAILED TO MARSHAL ALL OF THE EVIDENCE 
WHICH SUPPORTED THE TRIAL COURT'S VALUATION OF THE FAMILY 
BUSINESS AND, DESPITE SUCH EVIDENCE, DEMONSTRATE THAT THE 
VALUATION HAS CLEARLY ERRONEOUS, THE TRIAL COURT'S 
VALUATION OF THE FAMILY BUSINESS SHOULD BE UPHELD. 
The Trial Court entered numerous Findings of 
Fact (FF 7-18, 24) which contained the Court's reasoning 
in establishing the value of Breinholt Music at 
$100,000.00. Appellee has totally ignored the Court's 
reasoning in establishing the value of the business and 
has, once again, failed to marshal any of the evidence 
that the Trial Court used in arriving at the value for 
the business. The Defendant points to the testimony of 
her appraiser. A review of the cross examination of Mr. 
Cox will demonstrate that the Defendant's own appraiser, 
when given accurate facts, established the value of the 
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business at $98f000.00 (TT 633). Mr. Cox utilized a 
specific formula in arriving at his original valuation of 
the business. His calculations had included $7,300.00 
into income as a result of his mathematical errors. He 
also included $12,000.00 in income which Jan said existed 
but for which he had no documentation whatsoever. The 
Trial Court found that said income did not exist (FF 12). 
When asked to use his formula to recalculate the value of 
the business minus the mathematical errors and the 
$12r000.00 of non-existent income, Mr. Cox ended up 
determining that business was worth $98,000.00 (TT 633). 
That is less than the Trial Court's valuation. Neil's 
appraiser had established the value of the business at 
$118f000.00 based upon the accounts payable for the rent-
to-own equipment as those accounts had existed several 
months earlier (TT 425-635). Both appraisers testified 
that they had not taken the negative economic climate in 
Carbon County into consideration in their evaluations 
because they had not gathered accurate information about 
the economic climate (TT 342). The Court received 
considerable testimony about the negative economic 
climate in Carbon County and found as follows: 
Each appraiser had acknowledged that 
their appraisals had not taken local 
economic circumstances into consideration 
and that the values placed on the 
business would be the same whether or not 
the business was in Salt Lake or Carbon 
County. The Court feels that some 
downward adjustment in the appraised 
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value of the business is appropriate due 
to the lower economic conditions in the 
county (FF 15). 
The Court' s Finding of Fact was based upon 
competent testimony and the downward adjustment in the 
valuation of the business was only a minor adjustment 
from Neil's appraisal. If anything, it was actually an 
increase in Jan's appraiser's estimate when the accurate 
facts were used by her appraiser. 
Appellee has ignored, not marshaled, the 
evidence which supported the Trial Court's valuation of 
the business. Since Appellee has failed to marshal all of 
the evidence and, despite that evidence, demonstrate that 
the Court's Finding was clearly erroneous, this Court 
should refuse to consider any further attack upon the 
Trial Court's valuation of the business and should affirm 
same. 
CONCLUSION 
Appellee has attacked the Trial Court's 
Findings with respect to alimony, child support and the 
valuation of the family business. In each instance, the 
Court entered specific Findings of Fact. Appellee did not 
marshal all of the evidence that would have supported the 
Court's Findings of Fact but, instead, ignored the 
supporting evidence and pointed to her own disputed 
evidence. Rule 52(a), Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, 
requires that Appellee marshal all of the evidence and 
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then demonstrate, despite such evidence, that the 
Findings of the Court are clearly erroneous. The Appellee 
has failed in that burden of proof and, therefore, the 
Trial Court's decision and the Findings of Fact, 
Conclusions of Law and Decree of Divorce entered thereon 
should be affirmed. 
Respectfully submitted this 5th day of April, 
1995. 
JOAjSp* PAPAS' 'WHITE 
Attorney for Appellee 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I caused to be hand 
delivered two (2) true and correct copies of the 
foregoing BRIEF OF APPELLEE, by delivering same on this 
5th day of April, 1995 to the following: 
L.G, Cutler 
560 East 200 South, Suite 220 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102 
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ADDENDUM A 
FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
AND DECREE OF DIVORCE 
JOANE PAPPAS WHITE #3445 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Fifth Street Plaza, Suite 1 
475 East Main Street 
Price, Utah 84501 
Telephone: (801) .637-0177 
IN THE SEVENTH DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 
CARBON COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
STEVEN NEIL BREINHOLT, ] 
Plaintiff, ; 
Vs. J 
JAN E.- BREINHOLT, 
Defendant. 
I FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
I CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
i Civil No. 934710123 
The above-entitled matter came on regularly for 
trial before the Court on March 7, 1994 and April 1 4 - 1 5 , 
1994, the Honorable LYLE R. ANDERSON, District Court Judge, 
presiding. Plaintiff was.personally present and represented 
by his attorney, JOANE PAPPAS WHITE. Defendant was personally 
present and represented by her attorney, L. G. CUTLER. The 
Court received sworn testimony and exhibits from each of the 
parties, took the matter under advisement and wrote a 
Memorandum Decision. The Court having,,been fully advised in 
the premises now finds as follows: 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. The Plaintiff was a actual and bona fide 
resident of Carbon County, State of Utah, and had been for 
— ; 3 - T N w I \ 1 W I I V /~ \ J_ 
»! «M (4 S!t 
STATE Or Uirih 
more than three (3) months immediately next prior to the 
commencement of this action. 
2. Jurisdiction and venue are proper before this 
Court. 
3. The Plaintiff and Defendant were married on the 
28th day of October, 1977 at Price, Carbon County, State of 
Utah and have been husband and wife since that time. 
4. The parties separated in approximately November 
of 1992 and have lived separate and apart since that time. 
The divorce was filed by the Plaintiff in June of 1993. 
5. There have been two (2) children born as issue 
of this marriage, namely, ANDREA JANIEL BREINHOLT, born May 
17, 1982 and JULIA ELESE BREINHOLT, born February 17, 1989. 
JAN has been the primary caretaker of the two (2) daughters 
and NEIL enjoys a good relationship with the children. The 
parties have not had difficulties in working out visitation. 
The Court finds that JAN should be awarded the custody of the 
children with reasonable and liberal visitation rights for 
NEIL. If any difficulties develop concerning visitation, then 
either party may notify the other in writing and all future 
visitations will then be governed by the statutory visitation 
guidelines and schedules contained in sections 30-3-33 and 30-
3-35 of Utah Code Annotated, attached hereto and incorporated 
herein as Exhibit A to these Findings of Fact, Conclusions of 
Law and Decree of Divorce. 
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6. The Court finds that irreconcilable differences 
have developed between the parties and that the Plaintiff 
should be granted a divorce from the Defendant. 
7. Since 1985, NEIL has owned and operated 
BREINHOLT MUSIC- JAN assisted in operating the store until 
1988. The store has been consistently profitable. The 
frugality of the parties and their aggressive use of the 
business to pay expenses with both a business and personal 
purpose, have permitted them to accumulate substantial wealth 
over the years. 
8. The primary issue in dispute in this action 
concerns the valuation of BREINHOLT MUSIC. The valuation of 
the business will affect the Court's distribution of property 
and debts as well as child support and alimony since the store 
is NEIL'S primary source of income. The Court must also take 
into consideration that NEIL'S compensation to JAN for her 
interest in the store will also affect the availability of his 
income for purposes of providing support. 
9. Each of the parties presented an appraiser and 
both appraisers generally agree about the methods to use in 
valuing the business. The appraisers differ in their 
valuations primarily because they use different assumptions 
about the reasonable allowance for NEIL'S personal services 
and different assumptions about personal expenses paid as 
business expenses. 
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10. Both appraisers used the value of the rent-to-
own contracts although each valued the benefits of those 
contracts differently. 
11. Defendant's appraisal contained approximately 
$7,300.00 in mathematical errors and was also based on 
assumptions of additional income which the Court finds were 
not supported by the evidence. 
12. JAN contends that the parties have always 
received income from the business "off the books" by failing 
to register instrument repairs on the books and removing the 
resulting cash at the end of the day. JAN testified that she 
followed this practice when running the store until 1988 and 
that it generated about ($50.00) per day. Whether or not this 
practice occurred earlier, the Court is not satisfied that it 
occurs now. A record of virtually all repairs is now 
maintained by the store employees, the purpose of which is to 
track performance of instrument repairs. Those records show 
that the number of repairs for cash payment would be far below 
what JAN contends. The Court does not believe that, if NEIL 
were taking payments under the table, he would keep such good 
records of repairs. Additionally, NEIL'S testimony, the 
testimony of the store employee, the testimony of the store 
accountant and the federal tax returns are all consistent with 
respect to the amount of income earned by the business and 
such testimony does not support JAN#S contention that 
additional cash is being earned by the business. 
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13. There is substantial evidence, however, of 
aggressive efforts to pay some arguable personal expenses from 
business funds and write them off as business expenses. For 
this reason, both appraisers made some adjustments to the book 
income in valuing the business. 
14. An additional difficulty in valuing and 
dividing the business arises from the fact that its most 
significant asset is the right to receive payments on band 
instruments "rented-to-own" during the last three years. 
While history shows that a large share of those payments will 
be made, they are subject to uncertainty, some collection 
costs and are not easily liquidated. 
15. The Court received testimony from NEIL, who 
functions as the economic development director for Carbon 
County with respect to the economic conditions in Carbon 
County and the lack of sales of any commercial businesses in 
the area for a significant period of time. Each appraiser had 
acknowledged that their appraisals had not taken local 
economic circumstances into consideration and that the values 
placed on the business would be the same whether or not the 
business was in Salt Lake or Carbon County. 
The Court feels that some downward adjustment in the appraised 
valuation of the business is appropriate due to the lower 
economic conditions in the county. Pursuant to the Court's 
Supplemental Ruling on Objections to Proposed Findings and 
Decree, the Court further explains that it declined to fix an 
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amount for expenses aggressively deducted by the BREINHOLT#s 
on their income tax returns. In valuing the business, the 
Court considered all of the evidence on that issue, including 
the appraisals and the testimony of the parties about the 
health of the business and the general economy. 
16. The Court has considered both appraisals, the^; 
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the—appraisals—tmteii—the—time—o£—heetiingr the economic 
conditions in the area and the costs of, replacing the business 
and finds that the fair market value of the business is 
$100,000.00. This valuation assumes that NEIL receives 
compensation of $3 6,000.00 for managing the store and that the 
balance of earnings or cash flow would be a return on 
investment. In its ruling on Objections the Court further 
explained that the income of a small business is attributable 
to two (2) primary components. 1) The efforts of the owner, 
and 2) the capital invested by the owner. That portion of the 
income attributable to the efforts of the owner is earned 
income and is properly taken into account in setting support 
obligations. It is what the owner earns by the "sweat of the 
brow". The portion of income attributable to the capital 
investment can be capitalized to arrive at a value for the 
business. This is the primary method employed by the 
appraisers and the Court in valuing the business. 
17. The Court finds that NEIL has worked between 
forty and sixty (4 0 and 60) hours per week at BREINHOLT MUSIC 
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and often puts in almost thirty (30) hours per week at the 
Carbon County Commission as a commissioner. The Court finds 
that income from only one (1) full-time job should be 
considered in setting support obligations and, therefore, the 
Court is excluding NEIL'S income as Carbon County Commissioner 
because his work at BREINHOLT MUSIC already exceeds more than 
forty (40) hours per week. 
18. The Court finds that NEIL'S income for working 
at BREINHOLT MUSIC (as opposed to return on his investment in 
BREINHOLT MUSIC) is the sum of $36,000.00 per year. In 
setting alimony, the Court considered only the income that 
each party may be expected to earn "by the sweat of the brow". 
Since marital assets were divided equally and neither party 
has substantial non-marital property, the Court finds that 
investment or "unearned" income is presumed to be equal, 
insubstantial in comparison with "earned" income and, 
therefore, excluded from the alimony calculations. 
19. The Court finds that JAN is an able bodied 
woman who has held various jobs as a loan officer at a bank, 
a receptionist and an assistant in the surveying department 
for a local mining company. Additionally, JAN handled 
accounts for BREINHOLT MUSIC during the early years of the 
business. Although JAN has been out of the job market, it 
appears that she was planing to re-enter same and had actually 
applied for and received her business license in order to open 
a home interior design business. The parties' youngest child 
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will enter school in a few months and the Court finds that 
JAN should be able to earn an income of at least $6,000.00 per 
year. Utah Law is clear that the Court should consider only 
the income from the equivalent of one (1) full-time job in 
setting child support, § 78-45-7.5(2), Utah Code Annotated 
(1993). This Court believes that the policy behind that rule 
applies with even greater force when considering the issue of 
alimony. Accordingly, the Court did not consider Plaintiff's 
earnings from his second job in setting alimony. 
20. The Court finds that NEIL is paying the sum of 
$160.00 per month for and as a health insurance premium for 
the two (2) minor children of the parties and that he is 
entitled to a credit for said premiums pursuant to the child 
support guidelines. 
21. The Court finds that father's earned income is 
$36,000.00 per year, and the mother's capacity- for earned 
income is $6,000.00 per year. The Court further find that 
each of the parties can expect to receive $6,000.00 per year 
in unearned actual or imputed income which they will receive 
from the property awarded to them under the Decree of Divorce 
and, therefore, in determining child support, the father's 
gross annual income is the sum of $42,000.00 per year and the 
mother's gross annual income is the sum of $12,000.00 per 
year. Father is paying $160.00 per month for medical 
insurance premiums for the children and there are two (2) 
minor children which require parental support. Pursuant to 
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the Utah Uniform Child Support Guidelines, attached hereto as 
Exhibit B. NEIL should be ordered to pay to JAN the sum of 
$2 3 0 • 50 por month per child for a total of $4 61.00 per month 
for and as child support for said minor children until each 
child reaches her respective age of majority or through the 
month of her regularly scheduled graduation from high school, &Sft 
which ever date is later. Said child support shall be payable ' 
at the rate of one-half (h) of said support on or before the 
5th day of the month and one-half (%)x of said support on or 
before the 20th of the month. Said child support shall 
commence with the month of April, 1994. 
22. Because NEIL is self-employed and has made 
regular support payments throughout the separation of the 
parties without being required to do so by a Court order and 
because he has substantial liquid assets which would make the 
collection of arrearage child support fairly simple, the Court 
finds cause to waive immediate automatic withholding provided 
that NEIL remains current on his child support obligations. 
In the event that NEIL becomes delinquent in his child support 
obligations, then JAN shall be entitled to the use of an order 
to withhold and deliver to assist in the collection of the 
child support assigned herein. 
23. In order to maximize the tax savings for the 
parties and to assist each party with the support of the minor 
children and anticipating that JAN will move into the labor 
market within the next few years, the Court finds that NEIL 
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should be allowed to claim the youngest child as his tax 
dependant on his tax returns provided that he is current in 
his child support obligations and that JAN should be allowed 
to claim the eldest child of the parties as her tax dependant 
on her tax returns. Each party is ordered to execute any and 
all documents necessary to facilitate the filing of their 
respective tax returns in compliance with this ruling. 
24. The parties hereto have accumulated additional 
assets and obligations during this marriage. With respect to 
the insurance and retirement accounts (with the exception of 
the IRA accounts), the Court has determined that current cash 
surrender values are the appropriate fair market value for 
said items so that all assets are being valued at a present 
value. The Court has also taken the stipulated values of the 
two (2) residences and subtracted the indebtedness thereon in 
order to award the equity in the property subject to the 
indebtedness thereon. With that explanation, the Court awards 
said assets and liabilities as follows: 
(A) To the Plaintiff: 
(1 
(2 
(3 
(4 
(5 
(6 
(7 
(8 
Breinholt Music $100,000.00 
The new home (subject t o the indebtedness) 
$13,000.00(equity) 
Neil's IRA $ 16,63 6.00 (future value) 
Neil's 401(k) $1,603.00 (present value) 
Pickup, subject to debt $8,000.00 (equity) 
The Van $500.00 
Spitfire $1,000.00 
Insurance (cash surrender value) $1,700.00 
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(9) The b o a t , s u b j e c t t o t h e i n d e b t e d n e s s 
t h e r e o n $10 .000 .on requity) 
._.
 m ^ TOTAL $152,439.00 
(B) To t h e Defendant: 
(1) The m a r i t a l r e s i d e n c e w i t h l o t , s u b j e c t 
t o debt $82,700.00 equity 
(2) J a n ' s IRA $16 ,627 .00 (future value) 
(3) Car $17,000.00 
(4) S c o f i e l d l o t $7,000.00 
(5) Coins S800.00 
TOTAL $124,127.00 
25. The Court finds that each of the parties should 
be awarded the personal property in their possession as well 
as their personal checking accounts. The parties also have 
substantial cash accounts which include the consolidated money 
market funds (approximately $55,733.00), the Zion's 
certificates' of deposit, (approximately $26,608.68), the 
Washington Federal Account (approximately $5,753.00) and the 
Carbon Credit Union Account (approximately $245.58), for a 
total of $88,340.26 together with any accumulated interest. 
NEIL shall be reimbursed $2,400.00 from said accounts for his 
appraisal expenses on the two (2) homes and his appraisal of 
the business. He shall also be awarded-the full amount of any 
additional taxes which he paid for the family on April 15, 
1994, if any ($919.00). JAN shall receive the next $28,312.00 
from those cash accounts. The remaining balance of $56,709.26 
(88,340.26 - 2,400.00 - 919.00 - 28,312.00 = 56,709.26) 
together with any interest accumulated thereon shall be 
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equally divided between the parties hereto. The Court 
specifically does not award anything to NEIL for the 
unauthorized expenditures by JAN from the accounts or for the 
disproportionate division of furniture and furnishings which 
favor JAN. The Court will award those to JAN as additional 
assistance to her. 
26. Because of the long duration of the marriage, 
JAN'S employment history and the ages of the children, the 
Court finds that this is an appropriate case for indefinite 
alimony. NEIL'S alimony obligation is based on the assumption 
that he will be earning $36,000.00 per year from BREINHOLT 
MUSIC and that JAN will be earning $6,000.00 per year from her 
personal earnings and investment returns at least as soon as 
the youngest child starts school in the fall. Although JAN 
could support the family for some time on the property she has 
received in this distribution, she should not be required to 
do so as long as NEIL is profitably employed. The Court finds 
that NEIL can reasonably pay and that JAN will reasonably need 
the sum of $500.00 per month which will equalize the income 
of the parties after taxes and child support obligations are 
taken into consideration. Said alimony shall commence with 
the month of April, 1994 and shall continue each and every 
month thereafter unless terminated automatically by remarriage 
or death or terminated by the Court pursuant to statute. 
27. The Court finds that the Defendant desires to 
resume the use of her maiden name and, therefore, her prior 
name of JAN SIAPERAS is hereby restored to her. 
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28. NEIL is ordered to maintain medical insurance 
for the benefit of the minor children. Each party is ordered 
to pay one-half (h) of all reasonable and necessary medical, 
dental and/or optical expense which is incurred on behalf of 
the minor children and which is not paid for by a policy of 
insurance. 
29. The Court finds that each of the parties have 
received substantial distributions by way of cash and property 
and that each party has sufficient funds to pay his or her 
respective Court costs and attorney's fees in this matter. 
The Court having entered the foregoing Findings of 
Fact now concludes as follows: 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. Jurisdiction is proper before this Court. 
2. The Plaintiff is granted a divorce from the 
Defendant. 
3. The Defendant is awarded the care, custody and 
control of the two (2) minor children of the parties, namely, 
ANDREA JANIEL BREINHOLT, born May 17, 1982 and JULIA ELESE 
BREINHOLT, born February 17, 1989 subject to the Plaintiff's 
rights of reasonable and liberal visitation. In the event 
that the parties are unable to agree on a visitation schedule, 
then either party may notify the other, by placing such 
notification in writing, that future visitations shall be 
governed by the Statutory Visitation Guidelines attached 
hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit A. 
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4, Plaintiff is ordered to pay to the Defendant 
the sum of -$230,50 per month per child for a total of-$461.00 
per month for and as child support for the two (2) minor 
children of the parties until said children reach the age of 
eighteen (18) years or through the month of their regularly 
scheduled graduation from high school, which ever date is 
later^ Said child support shall be payable at the rate of 
one-half (h) of said support on or before the 5th day of the 
month and one-half {h) of said support, on or before the 20th 
day of the month and shall commence with the month of April, 
1994. 
5* Defendant is granted an order to withhold and 
deliver to be utilized in the event that the Plaintiff becomes 
delinquent in the child support obligations ordered herein. 
As long as the Plaintiff is current in his child support 
obligations, no withholding order shall be utilized. 
6. The Plaintiff is ordered to maintain medical 
insurance for the benefit of the minor children of the 
parties. Each party is ordered to pay one-half (h) of all 
reasonable and necessary medical, dental, and/or optical 
expense occurred on behalf of a minor child which is not paid 
for by a policy of insurance. 
7. The Plaintiff is ordered to pay to the 
Defendant the sum of $500.00 per month for and as alimony 
until said alimony is automatically terminated by remarriage 
or death or unless terminated by the Court pursuant to 
statute. Said alimony shall be payable at the rate of one-
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half (ij) of said sum on or before the 5th of the month and 
one-half (i$) of said sum on or before the 20th of the month 
and shall commence with the month of April, 1994. 
8. The parties hereto have accumulated certain 
real and personal property, subject to indebtedness thereon, 
and said property and debts should be allocated as follows: 
(A) To the Plaintiff: 
(1) Breinholt Music, together with its 
assets, inventory and obligations. 
(2) The new home, subject to its 
indebtedness. 
(3) NEIL'S IRA account in the sum of 
approximately $16,63 6.00. 
(4) The pickup, van and spitfire. 
(5) The life insurance currently in 
effect on the Plaintiff's life. 
(6) The boat, subject to the indebtedness 
thereon. 
(7) The sum of $2,400.00 for and as 
reimbursement for appraisals and the 
sum $919.00 for and as reimbursement 
for the family taxes from the cash 
accounts before division of same; and 
(8) One-half (h) of a 1 1 o f t h e remaining 
cash accounts after payment of JAN'S 
property settlement as outlined 
below. 
(9) All of the personal belongings, 
household goods and personal property 
in his possession. 
(b) To the Defendant: 
(1) The marital residence and lot, 
subject to the indebtedness thereon. 
(2) JAN'S IPA in the sum of approximately 
$16,627.00. 
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(3) The car. 
(4) The Scofield lot. 
(5) The coins. 
(7) All of the household goods 
furniture, fixtures and appliance 
located in the marital residence. 
(8) The withdrawals she made from th< 
accounts made during the separatioi 
of the parties. 
(9) All of the personal property in JAN'i 
possession as of the date hereof. 
(10) The sum of $28,312.00 for and as < 
property settlement payment t< 
equalize the division of the assets, 
(11) One-half (\) of the remaining casl 
in the cash accounts. 
9. Each party is ordered to assume and pay the 
outstanding obligations associated with the assets awarded tc 
them and hold the other party harmless therefrom. Each part] 
is ordered to assume and pay his or her own debts anc 
obligations incurred after the date of separation or 
November 1, 1992 and hold the other harmless therefrom. 
10. The Defendant's prior name of JAN SIAPERAS is 
hereby restored to her. 
11. Each party is order to pay his or hex 
respective Court costs and attorney's fees in this matter. 
DATED this day of June, 1994. 
'J, 2/1 / 
^L/ C'&h^t/j. 
LYLE R. ANDERSON 
District Court Judge 
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erv 
!IL BREINHOLT. 
rs. 
EINHOLT, 
CHILD SUPPORT "O^CiGATION ^ WORKSHEET 
Civil No. 934710123 
the combined number of natural and 
d children of this mother and father. 
the father's and mother's gross monthly 
Refer to Instructions for definition 
Dixie. 
previously ordered alimony that is 
.y paid, (Do not enter alimony ordered 
.s case.) 
nreviously ordered child support. (Do 
er Obligations ordered for the children 
case.) 
1: Enter the amount from Line 12 of the 
n in Present Home Worksheet for either 
t Line 2b, 2c, and 2d from 2a. This is 
listed Monthly Gross for child support 
B COMBINED figure in Line 3 and the 
Df children in Line 1 to the Support 
Find the Base Combined Support 
.on. 
ach parent's adjusted monthly gross in 
y the COMBINED adjusted monthly gross 
3. 
Line 4 by Line 5 for each parent to 
ach parent's share of the Base Support 
Dn. 
tie children's portion of monthly 
md dental insurance premiums paid to 
i company. 
e monthly work or training related 
e expense for the children in Line 1. 
Mother 
$1000.00 
$1000.00 
22 
$176. 
$ . 
% 
00 
Father Combined 
^ _ _ _ 2 
S3500.00 
S3500.00 
78 % 
$493.00 
$160.00 
$4500.00 
S 802.000 
9. BASE CHILD SUPPORT AWARD 
Bring down the amount in Line 6 for the obligor parent. $ 626, 
10. Adjusted Base Child Support Award. 
Subtract the obligor's Line 7 from Line 9. $ 466, 
11. Adjusted Base Child Support Award per Child 
Divide Line 10 by Line 1. $ 233, 
12. CHILD CARE AWARD 
Multiply Line 8 by 50 to obtain obligor's share of child 
care expense. Add to Line 10 only when expense is actually 
incurred. $ 
THER $42,000.00/12 « $3#500 
THER $12,000.00/12 * $1,000 
JOANE PAPPAS WHITE #3445 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
Fifth Street Plaza, Suite 1 
475 East Main Street 
Price, Utah 84501 
Telephone: (801) 637-0177 
IN THE SEVENTH DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR 
CARBON COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
STEVEN NEIL BREINHOLT, 
Plaintiff, ; 
vs. ; 
JAN E. BREINHOLT, 
Defendant. ] 
) DECREE OF DIVORCE 
i Civil No. 934710123 
The above-entitled matter came on regularly for 
trial before the Court on March 7, 1994 and April 14 - 15, 
1994, the Honorable LYLE R. ANDERSON, District Court Judge, 
presiding* Plaintiff was personally present and represented 
by his attorney, JOANE PAPPAS WHITE. Defendant was personally 
present and represented by her attorney, L. G. CDTLER. The 
Court received sworn testimony and exhibits from each of the 
parties, took the matter under advisement and wrote a 
Memorandum Decision. The Court having been fully advised in 
the premises and having entered the foregoing Findings of Fact 
and Conclusions of Law now, therefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED as 
follows: 
1. Jurisdict ion i s proper before t h i s Court. 
SCVE^T',! TJST'USCT CC'JP.F 
2. The Plaintiff is granted a divorce from t 
Defendant. 
3. The Defendant is awarded the care, custody a 
control of the two (2) minor children of the parties, namel 
ANDREA JANIEL BREINHOLT, born May 17, 1982 and JULIA ELE 
BREINHOLT, born February 17, 1989 subject to the Plaintiff 
rights of reasonable and liberal visitation. In the evej 
that the parties are unable to agree on a visitation schedule 
then either party may notify the other, by placing sue 
notification in writing, that future visitations shall t 
governed by the Statutory Visitation Guidelines attache 
hereto and incorporated herein as Exhibit A. 
4. Plaintiff is ordered to pay to the Defendan 
the sum of $230.50 por month por child for a total of $461.0 
per month for and as child support for the two (2) mino 
children of the parties until said children reach the age o; 
eighteen (18) years or through the month of their regularl] 
scheduled graduation from high school, which ever date is 
later. Said child support shall be payable at the rate o\ 
one-half (h) of said support on or before the 5th day of the 
month and one-half (h) of said support on or before the 20tt 
day of the month and shall commence with the month of April, 
1994. 
5. Defendant is granted an order to withhold and 
deliver to be utilized in the event that the Plaintiff becomes 
delinquent in the child support obligations ordered herein. 
2 
As long as the Plaintiff is current in his child support 
obligations, no withholding order shall be utilized. 
6. The Plaintiff is ordered to maintain medical 
insurance for the benefit of the minor children of the 
parties. Each .party is ordered to pay one-half (h) of all 
reasonable and necessary medical, dental, and/or optical 
expense occurred on behalf of a minor child which is not paid 
for by a policy of insurance. 
7. The Plaintiff is ordered to pay to the 
Defendant the sum of $500.00 per month for and as alimony 
until said alimony is automatically terminated by remarriage 
or death or unless terminated by the Court pursuant to 
statute. Said alimony shall be payable at the rate of one-
half {h) of said sum on or before the 5th of the month and 
one-half (h) of said sum on or before the 20th of the month 
and shall commence with the month of April, 1994-
8. The parties hereto have accumulated certain 
real and personal property, subject to indebtedness thereon, 
and said property and debts should be allocated as follows: 
(A) To the Plaintiff: 
(1) Breinholt Music, together with its 
assets, inventory and obligations. 
(2) The new home, subject to its 
indebtedness. 
(3) NEIL'S IRA account in the sum of 
approximately $16,636.00. 
(4) The pickup, van and spitfire. 
(5) The life insurance currently in 
effect on the Plaintiff's life. 
3 
(6) The boat, subject to the indebtedness 
thereon. 
(7) The sum of $2,400.00 for and as 
reimbursement for appraisals and the 
sum $919.00 for and as reimbursement 
for the family taxes from the cast: 
accounts before division of same; and 
(8) One-half (h) of all of the remaining 
cash accounts after payment of JAN'S 
property settlement as outlined 
below. 
(9) All of the personal belongings, 
household goods and personal property 
in his possession. 
(b) To the Defendant: 
(1) The marital residence and lot, 
subject to the indebtedness thereon. 
(2) JAN'S IRA in the sum of approximately 
$16,627.00. 
(3) The car. 
(4) The Scofield lot. 
(5) The coins. 
(7) All of the household goods, 
furniture, fixtures and appliances 
located in the marital residence. 
(8) The withdrawals she made from the 
accounts made during the separation 
of the parties. 
(9) All of the personal property in JAN'S 
possessionja? of the date hereof. 
(10) The sum of $28,312.00 for and as a 
property settlement payment to 
equalize the division of the assets. 
(11) One-half (h) of the remaining cash 
in the cash accounts. 
9. Each party is ordered to assume and pay the 
outstanding obligations associated with the assets awarded to 
4 
them and hold the other naw-v u 
otner party harmless therefrom. Each party 
is ordered to assume and nav hie «~ w 
ana pay his or her own debts and 
obiiaations
 inc u r r e d a f t e r the d a t e of M p a r a t i o n on 
November i.
 1992 and h o l d ^ o t h e r ^ ^ ^ ^ 
10. The Defendant's prior name of JAN SIAFERAS is 
hereby restored to her. 
11. Each party is order to pay his or her 
respective Court costs and attorney's fees in this matter. 
DATED thisfe^
 day ot
JS2X,*. 
JYLE'R. ANDERSON 
District Court Judge 
5 
ADDENDUM B 
1990-94 SCHEDULE C TAX RETURNS FOR BREINHOLT MUSIC 
Depeitrnertt of the Treet ury 
Internal Revenue Service (0) 
(Sole Proprietorship) 
Partnerships, Joint Ventures, E tc , Must File Form 1065. 
• Attach to Form 1040 or Form 1041. • See Instructions for Schedule C (Form 1040). 
Name of proprietor 
/J. ^ Ttxv* g. fer«,vlu>lf 
TISWU 
Attachment ^_ 
Sequence No. 0 9 
Social security number (SSN) 
Phncipai business or profession, including product or service (see Instructions) B Enter phncipai business code 
(frompage2)»»|lfl3 H | 3 
C Business name and address tw jS.^1 <AYA h ° ^ } M u j > I C 
(includesuiteorroomno.) w ^ . ^ ,
 V T W \ A g H S f l A 
0 Employer ID numoer (Not SSN) 
fti?iokiHa-ni' 
6 
H 
Accounting method: (1) E Cash (2) • Accrual (3) D Other (specify) • . 
Method(s)usedto _ _ _ 
value closing inventory: (1) LJ Cost (2) [ 2 lower of cost (3) [ J Other (attach 
or market explanation) 
Was there any change in determining quantities, costs, or valuations between opening and closing inventory? (If "Y«.- attach explanation.) 
Are you deducting expenses for business use of your home? (If "Yes," see Instructions for limitations.) 
(4) C I Does not apply (If 
checked, go to line H) 
I Did you "materially participate" in the operation of this business during 1990? (If "No," see Instructions for limitations on losses.) 
Yes 
J If this is the first Schedule C filed for this business, check here 
I J T J | | income 
1 Gross receipts or sales. Caution: if this income was reported to you on Form W»2 and the 'Statutory 
employee'box on that form was checked, see the Instructions and check here , 
2 Returns and allowances 
3 Subtract line 2 from line I.Enter the result here 
4 Cost of goods sold (from line 38 on page 2) 
5 Subtract line 4 from line 3 and enter the gross profit here 
• • 
7 Add lines 5 and 6. This is your gross Income. 
_£. 
JL 
4> 
6 
3S-f.fr 71 
3 S 5 , n i 
mZ.o'TLl 
1\3 sni 
lil_£71 
Expenses 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Advertising 
Bad debts from sales or services 
(see Instructions) 
Cirmdtmckezpense(ittachFenn4S62). 
Commissions and fees . . . , 
Depletion 
13 Depreciation and section 179 
expense deduction (not included 
in Part III) (see Instructions). . . 
14 Employee benefit programs (other 
than on line 19) 
15 Insurance (other than health) . . 
16 Interest: 
a Mortgage (paid to banks, etc.). 
bother 
17 Legal and professional services . 
18 Off ice expense 
19 Pension and prof it-sharing plans . 
20 Rent or lease (see Instructions): 
a Vehicles, machinery, and equip. . 
b Other business property. . . . 
10 
11 
12 
13 
J± 
16a 
16b 
1L 
18 
20b 
gfcT 
3,8ft* 
H.HQft 
l.QHft 
_£J8M 
j y j l 2 L 
H ,H?3 
21 Repairs and maintenance . . 
22 Supplies (not included In Part III) 
23 Taxes and licenses 
24 Travel, meals, and entertainment 
a Travel 
b Meals and 
entertainment . 
e Enter 20% of line 
24b subject to 
limitations (j 
Instructions). 
d Subtract line 24c from line 24b 
25 Utilities 
26 Wages (less jobs credit) 
27a Other expenses (list type and amount); 
27b Total other expenses 
28 Add amounts in columns for lines 8 through 27b. These are your total expenses 
29 Net profit or (loss). Subtract line 28 from line 7. If a profit, enter here and on Form 1040, line 12. Also enter 
the net profit on Schedule SE, line 2 (statutory employees, see Instructions). If a loss, you MUST go on to line 
30 (fiduciaries, see Instructions) 
30 If you have a loss, you MUST check the box that describes your investment in this activity (see Instructions). 
If you checked 30a. enter the loss on Form 1040, line 12. and Schedule SE, line 2 (statutory employees, 
see Instructions). If you checked 30b. you MUST attach Form 6198. 
30a Q All Investment is at risk. 
30b Q Sonit investment is not at risk. 
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 Instructions. Schedule C (Form 1040) 1990 
i*osi OT iaooas soio (see instructions.; 
3 1 Inventory at beginning of year. (If different from last year's closing inventory, attach explanation.) 
3 2 Purchases less cost of items withdrawn for personal use 
3 3 Cost of labor. (Do not include salary paid to yourself.) 
3 4 Materials and supplies 
3 5 Other costs 
3 6 Add lines 3 1 through 35 
3 7 Inventory at end of year 
38 Cost of goods sold. Subtract line 37 from line 36. Enter the result here and on page 1. line 4 . 
•yrriik'j Principal Business or Professional Activity Codes 
i page , 
31 
.22-
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
1 0 3 T o 
^ H Q M ^ 
- o -
1, Q f 
Ju-LifL 
ino SfcH 
T-S. e-7-x 
an i .o^z 
Locate the major category that best describes your activity. Within the major category, select the activity code that most closely identifies the busine 
profession that is the principal source of your saies or receipts. Enter this 4-dlgtt code on page 1 , line B. For example, a grocery store is under the rr 
category of 'Retail Trade,' and the code is '3210. * (Note: If your principal source of income is from farming activities, you should file Schedule F (r 
1040), Farm Income and Expenses.) 
Code 
0018 
0034 
0059 
0075 
3889 
0232 
0257 
0273 
0299 
0414 
0430 
0455 
0885 
Construction 
Operative builders (for own account) 
General contractors 
Residential building 
Nonresidential building 
Highway and street construction 
Other heavy construction (pipe 
laying, bridge construction, etc) 
BulMIng trade contractors. 
Including repairs 
Plumbing, heating, air conditioning 
Painting and paper hanging 
Electrical work 
Masonry, dry wall, stone, tile 
Carpentering and flooring 
Roofing, siding, and sheet metal 
Concrete work 
Other building trade contractors 
(excavation, glazing, etc.) 
Manufacturing, Including 
Printing and Publishing 
0638 Food products and beverages 
0653 Textile mill products 
0679 Apparel and other textile products 
* * 8 S 0695 Leather, footware. handbags, etc 
0810 Furniture and fixtures 
0836 Lumber and other wood products 
0851 Printing and publishing 
0877 Paper and allied products 
1032 Stone, day. and glass products 
1057 Primary metal industries 
1073 Fabncated metal products 
1099 Machinery and machine shops 
1115 Electric and electronic equipment 
1883 Other manufacturing industnes 
Mining and Mineral Extraction 
1511 Metal mining 
1537 Coal mining 
1552 Oil and gas 
1719 Quarrying and nonmetsUic mining 
Agricultural Services, Forestry, 
Fishing 
1933 Crop services 
1958 Vetennary services, including pets 
1974 Livestock breeding 
1990 Other animal services 
2113 Farm labor and management 
services 
2212 Horticulture and landscaping 
2238 Forestry, except logging 
0836 Logging 
2246 Commercial fishing 
2469 Hunting and trapping 
Wholesale Trade—Selling 
Goods to Other Businesses, Etc. 
Durable goods. Including 
machinery, equipment, wood, 
metals, etc 
2618 Selling for your own account 
2634 Agem or broker for other firms— 
more than 50% of gross sales on 
commission 
Nondurable goods. Including 
food, fiber, chemicals, etc 
2659 Selling for your own account 
2675 Agent or broker for other f i rms-
more than 50% of gross sales on 
commission 
Retail Trade—Selling Goods to 
Individuals and Households 
3012 Selling door-to-door, by telephone 
or party plan, or from mobile unit 
3038 Catalog or mail order 
3053 Vending machine selling 
Selling From Showroom, 
Store, or Other Fixed Location 
Food, beverages, and drugs 
3079 Eating places (meals or snacks) 
3086 Catering services 
3095 Onnking places (alcoholic 
beverages) 
3210 Grocery stores (general line) 
0612 Bakenes selling at retail 
3236 Other food stores (meat, produce, 
candy, etc.) 
3251 Liquor stores 
3277 Drugstores 
Automotive end service stations 
3319 New car dealers (franchised) 
3335 Used car dealers 
3517 Other automotive dealers 
(motorcycles, recreational 
vehicles, etc.) 
3533 Tires, accessories, and parts 
3558 Gasoline service stations 
General merchandise, apparel, 
end furniture 
3715 Variety stores 
3731 Other general merchandise stores 
3756 Shoe stores 
3772 Mens and boys'clothing stores 
3913 Women's ready-to-wear stores 
3921 Women's accessory and specialty 
stores and turners 
3939 Family clothing stores 
3954 Other apparel and accessory stores 
3970 Furniture stores 
3996 TV. audio, and electronics 
3988 Computer and software stores 
4119 Household appliance stores 
4317 Other home furnishing stores 
(china, floor covenngs. etc.) 
4333 Music and record stores 
Building, hardware, and garden 
supply 
4416 Building materials dealers 
4432 Paint, glass, and wallpaper stores 
4457 Hardware stores 
4473 Nurseries and garden suppry stores 
Other retail stores 
4614 Used merchandise and antique 
stores (except motor vehicle parts) 
4630 Gift, novelty, and souvenir shops 
4655 Florists 
4671 Jewelry stores 
4697 Sporting goods and bicycle shops 
4812 Boat dealers 
4838 Hobby, toy. and game shops 
4853 Camera and photo supply stores 
4879 Optical goods stores 
4895 Luggage and leather goods stores 
5017 Book stores, excluding newsstands 
5033 Stationery stores 
5058 Fabric and needlework stores 
5074 Mobile home dealers 
5090 Fuel dealers (except gasoline) 
5884 Other retail stores 
Finance, Insurance, Real 
Estate, and Related Services 
5520 Real estate agents or brokers 
5579 Real estate property managers 
5710 Subdivides and developers, except 
cemeteries 
5538 Operators and lessors of buildings, 
including residential 
5553 Operators and lessors of other real 
property 
5702 Insurance agents or brokers 
5744 Other insurance services 
6064 Security orokers and dealers 
6080 Commodity contracts brokers and 
dealers, and secunty and 
commodity exchanges 
6130 Investment advisors and services 
6148 Credit institutions and mortgage 
bankers 
6155 Title abstract offices 
5777 Other finance and real estate 
Transportation, 
Communications, Public 
Utilities, and Related Services 
6114 Taxicabs 
6312 Bus and limousine transportation 
6361 Other highway passenger 
transportation 
6338 Trucking (except trash collection) 
6395 Courier or package delivery serv.ces| 
6510 Trash collection without own dump 
6536 Public warehousing 
6551 Water transportation 
6619 Air transportation 
6635 Travel agents and tour operators 
6650 Other transportation services 
6676 Communication services 
6692 Utilities, including dumps. 
snowptowtng. road cleaning, etc 
Services (Personal, Professional, 
and Business Services) 
Hotels and ether lodging pieces 
7096 Hotels, motels, and tounst homes 
7211 Rooming and boarding houses 
7237 Camps ano camping parks 
7419 
7435 
7450 
7476 
7617 
7633 
7658 
7518 
7682 
7708 
7245 
7260 
7286 
7716 
7732 
7799 
Laundry and cleaning a 
Coin-operated laundries and dry 
cleaning 
Other laundry, dry cleaning, and 
Srment services irpet and upholstery cleaning 
Janitorial and related services 
(building, house, and window 
cleaning) 
Business and/or personal 
services 
Legal services (or lawyer) 
Income tax preparation 
Accounting and bookkeeping 
Engineenng services 
Architectural services 
Surveying services 
Management services 
Public relations 
Consulting services 
Advertising, except direct mail 
Employment agencies and 
personnel supply 
Consumer credit reporting and 
collection services 
7856 
7872 
7922 
7773 
7914 
7880 
8110 
8318 
8334 
8532 
8714 
8730 
8755 
8771 
6882 
8813 
8839 
8953 
8896 
9019 
9035 
9050 
2881 
9217 
9233 
9258 
9241 
9274 
9290 
9415 
9431 
9456 
9472 
9886 
8557 
9597 
9688 
9613 
9639 
9670 
9696 
9811 
9837 
Mailing, reproduction, commen 
art and photography, and 
stenographic services 
Computer programming, 
processing, data preparation, 
and related services 
Computer repair, maintenance, 
and leasing 
Eauipment rental and leasing 
(except computer or automotive 
Investigative and protective 
services 
Other business I 
Personal services 
Beauty shops (or beautician) 
Barber shop (or barber) 
Photographic portrait studios 
Funeral services and crematom 
Child day care 
Teaching or tutoring 
Counseling (except health 
practitioners) 
Ministers and chaplains 
Other personal services 
Automotive services 
Automotive rental or leasing, 
without driver 
Parking, except valet 
Automotive repairs, general 
and specialized 
Other automotive services (was) 
towing, etc) 
Miscellaneous repair, except 
computers 
TV and audio equipment repair 
Other electrical equipment repai 
Reupholstery and furniture repai 
Other equipment repair 
Medical anojhealth services 
Offices and clinics of medical 
doctors (MOs) 
Offices and clinics of dentists 
Osteopathic physicians and 
surgeons 
Podiatrists 
Chirooractors 
Optometrists 
Registered and practical nurses 
Other health practitioners 
Medical and dental laboratories 
Nursing and personal care faciM 
Other health services 
Amusement and recreational 
services 
Physical fitness facilities 
Motion picture and 
video production 
Motion picture and tape 
distribution and allied services 
Videotape rental 
Motion picture theaters 
Bowling centers 
Professional sports and racing. 
including promoters and manag 
Theatrical performers, music*' 
agents, producers, and related 
services 
Other amusement and recreate 
services 
8888 Unable to classify 
• US. Gowmmtnl Pnfflmq Offwt: 1 W ° " 
o u n c u u u t C (Form 1040) 
0mtmt»mm of ft* Treasury 
Internal n«w«ny Sorvct (5) 
Profit or Loss From Business 
(Sole Proprietorship) 
• Partnerships, joint ventures, e t c , must file Form 1065. 
• Attach to Form 1040 or Form 1041. • See Instructions for Schedule C (Form 1040). 
Name of proprietor 
A/ ^ T>VAJ L &^Q/J Haul 
OMB No 1 $45-007. 
Attachment 
Sequence No. OS 
Social security number (SSN) 
g i f t j <W j 411 fa 
Pnncipai business or profession, including product or service (see instructions) 
< ~ T * 1 L - / V W ^ S T * > ^ . 
B Enter pnncipai business code 
(from page 2) • ) | | i 
Business name 0 Employer 10 number (Not SSN) 
Business address (including suite or room no.) • . . . n y . ^ \ f t t l J t . . . J } ^ . Y 3 . L C » . 
City, town or post office, state, and ZIP code <P*c \mZJL * U * - ^ L ^ V SMS"o \ 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
Accounting method: (1) E Cash (2) D Accrual (3) D Other (specify) • 
Method(s) used to
 m 
value closing inventory: (1) U Cost 
__ Lower of cost Other (attach 
(2) I S or market (3) U explanation) 
Does not apply (if 
(4) U checked, skip line H) Yes 
* 
NO 
X Was there any change in determining quantities, costs, or valuations between opening and closing inventory? (If "Yes," attach explanation.) 
Did you "matenaliy participate" in the operation of this business during 1991? (If "No." see instructions for limitations on losses.) . . 
If this is the first Schedule C filed for this business, check here • C 
Income 
• D 
1 Gross receipts or sales. Caution: If this income was reported to you on Form W-2 and the 
'Statutory employee" box on that form was checked, see the instructions and check here . . 
2 Returns and allowances 
3 Subtract line 2 from line 1 
4 Cost of goods sold (from line 40 on page 2) 
5 Subtract line 4 from line 3 and enter the gross profit here 
6 Other income, including Federal and state gasoline or fuel tax credit or refund (see instructions). 
7 Add lines 5 and 6. This is your gross income • 
Expenses (Caution: Enter expenses for business use of your home on line 30.) 
3*f l . 9\4 
K?H\ 
LHO Til 
Ti/reiH 
» " > ; ^ 
HO.HSq 
8 Advertising 
9 Bad debts from sales or 
services (see instructions). . 
10 Car and truck expenses (see 
instructions—also attach 
Form 4562) 
11 Commissions and fees. . . 
12 Depletion 
13 Depreciation and section 179 
expense deduction (not included in 
Pan 111) (see instructions). . . 
14 Employee benefit programs 
(other than on line 1 9 ) . . . 
15 Insurance (other than hearth). 
16 Interest: 
a Mortgage (paid to banks, etc.) . 
b Other 
17 legal and professional services . 
18 Office expense 
19 Pension and profit-sharing plans. 
20 Rent or lease (see instructions): 
a Vehicles, machinery, and equipment . 
b Other business property . . 
10 
JOil 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16a 
16b 
17 
18 
19 
W/A 
20a 
20b 
S.*flft 
xni 
jipLia. 
JLJ&SL 
7,116 
5 4oQ' 
21 Repairs and maintenance . 
22 Supplies (not included in Part I I I ) . 
23 Taxes and licenses 
24 Travel, meals, and entertainment: 
a Travel 
b Meals and 
entertainment <M£ ' 
(05 
c Enter 20% of line 
24b subject to 
limitations (see 
instructions). 
d Subtract line 24c from line 24b 
25 Utilities 
26 Wages (less jobs credit) 
27a Other expenses (list type and amount) 
27b Total other expenses 
28 Add amounts in columns for lines 8 through 27b. These are your total expenses before expenses for 
business use of your home • 
29 Tentative profit (loss). Subtract line 28 from line 7 
30 Expenses for business use of your home (attach Form 8829) 
31 Net profit or (loss). Subtract line 30 from line 29. If a profit, enter here and on Form 1040. line 12. Also 
enter the net profit on Schedule SE. line 2 (statutory employees, see instructions). If a loss, you MUST 
go on to line 32 (fiduciaries, see instructions) 
32 If you have a loss, you MUST check the box that describes your investment in this activity (see instructions) . . 
If you checked 32a, enter the loss on Form 1040, line 12. and Schedule SE. line 2 (statutory 
employees, see instructions), if you checked 32b, you MUST attach Form 6198, 
32a D All investment is at nsk. 
32b D Some investment is not at risk. 
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 instructions. Cat. No. 11334P 
Pa 
•iFrrciiii Cost of Goods Sold (See instructions.)" 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
Inventory at beginning of year. (If different from last year's closing inventory, attach explanation.). 
Purchases less cost of items withdrawn for personal use 
Cost of labor. (Do not include salary paid to yourself.) 
Materials and supplies 
Other costs 
Add lines 33 through 37 
Inventory at end of year 
Cost of goods sold. Subtract line 39 from line 38. Enter the result here and on page 1. line 4 . 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
as, ft7-v 
7r ' 0 > , 1*1*1 
3^MSL 
T35S. 
^57 / W 
yr.nfto 
^ ^ q g/M. 
Principal Business or Professional Activity Codes 
Locate the maior category that best describes your activity. Within the major category, select the activity code that most closely identifies 
business or profession that is the principal source of your sales or receipts. Enter this 4-digit code on page 1, line B. For exampie. real es 
agent is under the maior category of "Real Estate," and the code is "5520. * (Note: if your pnnapai source of income is from farming activities,, 
should file Schedule F (Form 1040), Profit or Loss From Farming.) 
- Agricultural Services, 
Forestry, Fishing 
Code 
1990 Animal services, other than 
breeding 
1933 Crop services 
2113 Farm labor A management 
services 
2246 Fishing, commercial 
2238 Forestry, except logging 
2212 Homcuiture & landscaping 
2469 Hunting A trapping 
1974 Livestock breeding 
0836 Logging 
1958 Veterinary services, mdudrng pets 
Construction 
0018 Operative builders (for own 
account) 
Building Trade Contractors, Including 
0414 Carpentering A flooring 
0455 Concrete worn 
0273 Electrical work 
0299 Masonry, dry wail, stone. & tHe 
0257 Painting A paper hanging 
0232 Plumbing, heating. & air conditioning 
0430 Roofing, siding A sheet metal 
0885 Other building trade contractors 
(excavation, glazing, etc.) 
General Contractors 
0075 Highway A street construction 
0059 Nonresidential building 
0034 Residential building 
3889 Other heavy construction (pipe 
laying, bridge construction, etc.) 
Finance, Insurance, & 
Related Services 
6064 
6080 
6148 
5702 
5744 
6130 
5777 
Brokers A dealers of securities 
Commodity contracts brokers A 
dealers: security & commodity 
exchanges 
Credit institutions A mortgage 
bankers 
Insurance agents or brokers 
Insurance services (appraisal. 
consulting, inspection, etc.) 
Investment advisors & services 
Other financial services 
Manufacturing, Including 
Printing & Publishing 
0679 Aoparei & other textile products 
1115 Electnc & electronic eauipment 
1073 Fabncated metal products 
0638 Food products & beverages 
0810 Furniture & fixtures 
0695 Leather footwear, handbags, etc. 
0836 Lumber A other wood products 
1099 Machinery & machine shops 
0877 Paper A allied products 
1057 Pnmary metal industries 
0851 Pnntmg & puPlisntng 
1032 Stone, clay. & glass products 
0653 Textile mill products 
1883 Other manutactunng industries 
Mining & Mineral Extraction 
1552 Oil & gas 
1719 Quarrying A nonmetallic mining 
Real Estate 
5538 Operators & lessors of buildings. 
including residential 
5553 Operators A lessors of other real 
property 
5520 Real estate agents & brokers 
5579 Real estate property managers 
5710 Subdividers A developers, except 
cemeteries 
6155 Title abstract offices 
Services: Personal, 
Professional, & Business 
Services 
Amusement A Recreational Service* 
9670 Bowling centers 
9688 Motion picture A tape distribution 
& allied services 
9597 Motion picture & video 
production 
9639 Motion picture theaters 
8557 Physical fitness facilities 
9696 Professional sports & racing. 
including promoters A managers 
9811 Theatrical performers, musicians. 
agents, producers A related 
3£OrfCdS 
9613 Video tape rental 
9837 Other amusement & recreational 
services 
Automotive Services 
8813 Automotive rental or leasing. 
without driver 
8953 Automotive repairs, general A 
ipeculiied 
8839 Parking, except valet 
8896 Other automotive services (wash. 
towing, etc.) 
Business A Personal Services 
1537 
1511 
Coal mining 
Metal mining 
7658 
7716 
7682 
8318 
8110 
8714 
6676 
7872 
7922 
7286 
7799 
8755 
6395 
7732 
7518 
7773 
8532 
7633 
7914 
7617 
7856 
7245 
8771 
8334 
7260 Public relations 
6536 Public warehousing 
7708 Surveying services 
8730 Teaching or tutonng 
6510 Trash collection witnout own dump 
6692 Utilities (dumps, snowpiowtng. 
road cleaning, etc.) 
7880 Other business services 
6882 Other personal services 
Hotels A Other Lodging Places 
7237 Camps & camping parks 
7096 Hotels, motels. & tourist homes 
7211 Rooming & boarding houses 
Laundry A Cleaning Services 
7450 Carpet A upholstery cleaning 
7419 Coin-operated laundries A dry 
cleaning 
7435 Full-service laundry, dry cleaning, 
A garment service 
7476 Janitonal A related services 
(building, house. A window 
cleaning) 
Medical A Hearth Services 
9274 
9233 
9217 
9456 
9472 
9290 
9258 
9241 
9415 
9431 
Accounting A bookkeeping 
Advertising, except direct mail 
Architectural services 
Barber shop (or bamer) 
Beauty shoo (or beautician) 
Child day care 
Communication services 
Computer programming. 
processing, data preparation A 
related services 
Computer repair, maintenance. A 
leasing 
Consulting services 
Consumer credit reporting A 
collection services 
Counseling (except health 
practitioners) 
Couner or package delivery 
Employment agencies & 
personnel supply 
Engineering services 
Eauipment rental A leasing 
(except computer or automotive) 
Funeral services A crematories 
Income tax preparation 
investigative & protective services 
Legal services (or lawyer) 
Mailing, reproduction, commercial 
art. pnotograohy. A 
stenographic services 
Management services 
Ministers A chaoiams 
Photographic studios 
Chirooractors 
Dentist's office or clinic 
Doctors (M.D.) office or clinic 
Medical A dental laboratories 
Nursing & personal care facilities 
Optometrists 
Osteopathic physicians & surgeons 
Podiatnsts 
Registered A practical nurses 
Offices & clinics of other health 
practitioners (dieticians. 
miowrves. speech pathologists. 
etc.) 
9886 Other health services 
Miscellaneous Repair, Except 
Computers 
9019 Audio eoutoment & TV repair 
9035 Eiectncai & electronic eouipment 
repair, except audio & TV 
9050 Furniture repair & reuonoistery 
2881 Other eouipment repair 
Building, Hardware, A Garden Sup 
4416 Building materials dealers 
4457 Hardware stores 
4473 Nurseries A garden supply stc 
4432 Punt, glass. A wallpaper ston 
Food A Beverages 
0612 Bakeries selling at retail 
3086 Catenng services 
3095 Dnnkmg places (bars, taverns. 
pubs, saloons, etc.) 
3079 Eating places, meals A snacks 
3210 Grocery stores (general ime) 
3251 LiQuor stores 
3236 Specialized food stores (meat. 
produce, canoy. health food, etc.; 
Furniture A General Merchandise 
3988 Computer A software stores 
3970 Furniture stores 
4317 Home furnishings stores (china 
floor coverings, drapes) 
4119 Household appliance stores 
4333 Music A record stores 
3996 TV. audio A electronic stores 
3715 Variety stores 
3731 Other general merchandise stores 
Miscellaneous Retail Stores 
4812 Boat dealers 
5017 Book stores, excluding newsstands 
4853 Camera A photo supply stores 
3277 Drug stores 
5058 Fabnc A needlework stores 
4655 Florists 
5090 Fuel dealers (except gasoline) 
4630 Gift, novelty A souvenir shops 
4838 Hobby, toy. A game snoos 
4671 Jewelry stores 
4895 Luggage A leather goods stores 
5074 Mooiie nome dealers 
4879 Optical goods stores 
4697 Sponmg goods A bicycle shops 
5033 Stationery stores 
4614 Used merchandise & antiaue stores 
(except motor vehicle parts) 
5884 Other retail stores 
Trade, Retail—Selling 
Goods to Individuals & 
Households 
3038 Catalog or mail order 
3012 Selling door to door. Dy telephone 
or parry Dian. or from mooiie unit 
3053 Venatng machine selling 
Selling From Showroom, Store, 
or Other Fixed Location 
Apparel A Accessones 
3921 Accessory A specialty stores A 
turners tor women 
3939 Clothing, family 
3772 Clothing, mens A boys' 
3913 Clothing, women's 
3756 Shoe stores 
3954 Other apparei A accessory stores 
Automotive A Service Stations 
3558 Gasoline service stations 
3319 New car oeaiers (francntsed) 
3533 Tires, accessories. A parts 
3335 Used car oeaiers 
3517 Other automotive dealers 
(motorcycles, recreational 
vehicles. etc.4. 
Trade, Wholesale—Selling 
Goods to Other Businesses, etc 
Durable Goods, Including Machinery 
Equipment, Wood, Metals, etc 
2634 Agent or broker tor other firms— 
more than 50% of gross sales 
on commission 
2618 Selling for your own account 
Nondurable Goods, Including Food, 
Fiber, Chemicals, etc. 
2675 Agent or broker for other firms-
more than 50% of gross sates 
on commission 
2659 Selling for your own account 
Transportation Services 
6619 Air transportation 
6312 Bus A limousine transportation 
6361 Highway passenger transportation 
(except cnanereo service) 
6114 Taxicaos 
6635 Travel agents A tour operators 
6338 Trucking (except trash collection) 
6551 Water transportation 
6650 Other transportation services 
8888 Unable to c * W 
jrvmvimn* 9m Trmmury 00 
r partnerships, Joint ventures, etc., must file Form 10*6* 
Attach to Form 1040 or Form 1041. • See Instructions for Schedule C (Form 1040). 
TKS3Z 
Attacnmam ^^ 
SMU«nci No. 0 9 
w* o» proprietor 
S Ti.\J(») AJ I TMM £ . f6^r!v\ ho (+• 
Social MCurtty numbtf (SSN) 
4 Principal business or profession, including product or service (see page C-1) 
; Business name 
B Enter principal business code 
(from page 2 ) * | * f | 3 | 3 |3 
0 Employe ID number (Not SSN) 
$\n\o\H\u\TJn\i\o 
i Business address Onciuding suite or room no.) • ft.X/A^.^A!^.P.!Ay.fJ./r. 
City, town or post office, state, and ZIP code Pr <(( , U T A U 8 H \o 
Accounting method: (1) 53 Cash (2) Q Accrual (3) Q Other (specify) • 
Method(s) used to 
value closing Inventory: (1) • Cost 
^ Lower of cost Other (attach 
(2) I B or market (3) U explanation) 
Does not apply (if 
(4) U checked, skip line H) 
JL 
Was there any change in determining quantities, costs, or valuations between ooening and closing inventory? If "Yes." attach explanation 
Old you "materially participate" in the operation of this business dunng 1992? tf "No," see page C-2 for limitations on losses . . 
,Waa this business In operation at the end of 1992? . 
How many months was this business in operation durtng 1992? • • ~ 
If this is the first Schedule C filed for this business, check here • D 
j n c o m e 
Yes No 
1 Gross receipts or sales. Caution: tf this income was reported to you on Form W-2 ancf the "Statutory 
emptoyee" box on that form was checked, see page 0*2 ana check here • U 
2 Returns and allowances . 
3 Subtract line 2 from tine 1 
4 Cost of goods sold (from line 40 on page 2) 
5 Gross prom. Subtract line 4 from line 3 
\ Other income, including Federal and state gasoline or fuel tax credit or refund (see page C-2) . . . 
Gross Income. Add lines 5 and 6 • 
hol.ZLS 
Tos 
ZMJ.I 
laiL 
\$1 HP'-
7, 1Q* 
—o -
H.1Q3 
Expenses (Caution: Do not enter expenses for business use of your home on lines 8-27. Instead, see line 30.) 
Advertising . . . . . . 
Bad debts from sales or 
services (see page C-3) . . 
Car and truck expenses 
(see page C-3—also attach 
Form 4562) 
Commissions and fees. . . 
Depletion 
Depreciation and section 179 
expense deduction (not included 
In Part lit) (see page C-3) . . 
Employee benefit programs 
(other than on line 19). . . 
Insurance (other than health). 
interest: 
Mortgage (paid to banks, etc.) 
•Other 
Legal and professional services . 
Office expense 
Pension and profit-snanng plans, 
Rent or tease (see page C-4): 
Vehicles, macmnery. and equipment 
Other business orooertv . . 
XilL 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
r^ ^ 
TT.*f 
ISA 
16a 
10b 
17 
18 
19 
20a 
20b 
""TIT 
7 \ni~ 
S-^o 
21 Repairs and maintenance . . 
22 Supplies (not Included in Part 111). 
23 Taxes and licenses 
24 Travel, meals, and entertainment: 
a Travel . . 
0 6^ 
1\% 
b Meals and en-
tertainment 
c Enter 20% of line 
24b subject to 
limitations (see 
page C-4) . . 
d Subtract line 24c from line 24b 
25 utilities 
26 Wages (less jobs credit) 
27a Other expenses (list type and amount): 
27b Total other expenses 
•TZT 28 
29 
30 
Total expenaea before expenses for business use of home. Add lines 8 through 27b in columns .• • 
Tentative profit (loss). Subtract line 28 from line 7 
Expenses for business use of your home. Attach Form 8829 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Yet profit or (loss). Subtract line 30 from line 29. If a profit, enter here and on Form 1040. line 12. Also, 
inter the net profit on Schedule SE. ime 2 (statutory employees, see page C-5). if a loss, you MUST go 
>n to line 32 (fiaucianes. see page C-5) 
' ycu have a loss, you MUST check the box that describes your investment in this activity (see page C-5) \ 32a G Ait investment is it nsK. 
' you checked 32a, enter the loss on Form 1040, line 12. ana Sc*ocu«e SE. l«ne 2 (statutory emoioyees, J 32b 0 So^ e investment is not at risk, 
ee page C-5). » you checked 325. you MUST attach Form 6196. 
31 Hi , (a* I 
perworfc Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 Instructions. Cat. No. 11334P Schedule C (Form 1040) 1902 
119 
« *^ r-urcnaaes teas cost of Items withdrawn for personal use 
35 Cost of labor. Do not Include salary paid to yourself 
Materials and supplies 
Other costs 
Add lines 33 through 37. 
Inventory at end of year 
Cost of goods sold. Subtract line 39 from line 38. Enter the result here and on page 1. tine 4 
36 
37 
•36 
39 
40 
• ^T i i i J Principal Business or Professional Activity Codes 
34 
35 
36 
37 
36 
39 
40 
H B on * T" 
to, H3 l 
ZMS. 
Je3d 
_f33 
• ft?, 
1 1 ^ 
\ s i . M o \ 
Locate the maior category that best describes your activity. Within the maior category, select the activity code that most closely identifies the 
business or profession that is the prmcoai source of your sa*es or receiots. Enter this 4-diglt code on page 1, line B. For example, real estate 
agent is under the maior category of "Real Estate," and the cooe is "5520." Note: it your principal source of income ts from farming activities, you 
snou/d file Schedule F (Form 1040), Profit or Loss From Farming. 
Agricultural Services, 
Forestry, Fishing 
Code 
1990 
1933 
'2113 
2246 
2238 
22^2 
2469 
1974 
0636 
1958 
Animal services, other than 
breeding 
Crop services 
Farm labor & management 
services 
FtShmg, commercial 
forestry, except logging 
Honicutturt a landscaping 
Hunting a trapping 
Livestock Dreeomg 
Logging 
Veterinary services, including oets 
Construction 
0018 Ooeratrve OuiiOers (for own 
account) 
Building Trede Contractors, Including 
Repairs 
0414 Caroentenng 4 flooring 
0*2 55 Concrete worn 
0273 Eiectncai wont 
0299 Masonry, dry wall, stone. a. tie 
0257 Painting a paper hanging 
0232 Plumbing, heating. £ nr conditioning 
0430 Roofing, siding & sneet metal 
0885 Other bui-Omg trace contractors 
(excavation, giajmg. etc.) 
Central Contractors 
0075 H.gnwav & street construction 
0059 Nonresidential budding 
0034 Residential budding 
3889 Other heavy construction (pipe 
(eying, Onega construction, etc.) 
Finance, Insurance, & 
Related Services 
6064 
6080 
6148 
5702 
5744 
6130 
5777 
Broken & dealers of securities 
Co^moo»ty contracts broker* * 
oea'ers. security & commodity 
exchanges 
C'eC't institutions a mortgage 
oankers 
insurance agents or brokers 
insurance services (appraisal, 
consulting, msoection. etc.) 
investment advisors & services 
Other financial services 
Manufacturing! Including 
Printing & Publishing 
0679 Aosarei & other textile products 
v . i 5 Execute & e*eci*©nic equipment 
1073 Fabricated metai products 
0638 Food products a beverages 
0810 Furniture & futures 
0695 Leather footwear, handbags, etc. 
0836 Lumber 4 other wood products 
1099 Machinery a machine snops 
0877 Paper a aided products 
1057 Primary meta''nCuStneS 
085^ P»«r*?»ng 4 o,JO,,Sn«ng 
'032 Sto«e cay. a c/ass products 
0653 Teit«»e mm orooucis 
16S3 Other manufacturing industries 
Mining & Mineral Extraction 
1537 
15V 
Coal mining 
Meta* mining 
1S52 Oil a gas 
1719 Ouarrying a nonmetailic mmtng 
Real Estate 
5538 Operators & lessors of buildings. 
Including residential 
5553 Operators & lessors of other real 
prooeny 
5520 Real estate agents a broken 
5579 Real estate prooeny managers 
5710 Subdividers a developers, except 
cemetenes 
6155 TMe abstract offices 
Services: Personal, 
Professional, & Business 
Services 
Amusement a Recreational Services 
9670 Bowling centers 
9668 Motion picture & tape distribution 
a aiit*o services 
9597 Motion picture a video 
production 
9639 Motion picture theaters 
8557 Pnvs.ca* Mness facilities 
9696 Professional spons & racing. 
including promoters a managers 
98H Theatncai pe^ormers, mus»cians. 
agents, producers a related 
services 
9613 Video tape rental 
9837 Otner amusement a recreational 
services 
Automotive Se< A ;et 
8613 Automotive rental or leasing. 
wthout d'«ver 
8953 Automotive repairs, general & 
soecanzed 
8839 Ps""ng. except vaiet 
8896 Other automotive services (wash. 
tOwmg. etC.) 
Business a Peraonel Services 
7658 Accounting a 0OO**ee0'ng ] 
7716 Aovemstng. except direct ma't 
7662 Architectural services 
8318 Barber snoo (or baroer) ] 
6 i io Beauty snoo (or beautician) i 
87w Cn"c oav care I 
7872 Comoute' programming. I 
processing, data preparation a 
re'ateo services 
7922 Computer repair, maintenance, a 
»eas"*g 
7286 Consj«t.ng services 
7799 Consumer credit rePOting a 
collection services 
8755 Counseling (except hearth 
pracwioners) 
7732 Employment agencies & 
pe'so«nei supply 
7518 Eng-nee'»ng services 
7773 Eouipment rental a leasing 
(except comouter or automotive) 
6532 Punera' services a crematories 
7633 mco^e tax preparation 
79^4 invest-gative & protective services 
7617 Lega« sen/ices (or lawyer) 
7856 Mailing, reproduction, commeroa' 
an. photography, a 
stenographic services 
7245 Management services 
8771 Mm>s?e'$ a cnapiams 
8334 P«c^c;'3D^'C stuo»o$ 
7260 pub»'C re»ation$ 
8733 Research services 
7708 Surveying services 
8730 Teaching or tutoring 
7880 Otner business services 
6682 Other personal services 
Hotels 4 Other Lodging Pieces 
7237 Camps a camping panes 
7096 Hotels, motels, a tounst homes 
7211 Rooming a boarding nouses 
Laundry a Cleening Services 
7450 Carpet a upnotstery cleaning 
7419 Com«operated taunpnes a dry 
cleaning 
7435 Fuii«service laundry, dry cleaning. 
a garment service 
7476 Jamtonai a related services 
(building, house, a window 
cleaning) 
Medical 4 Health Services 
9274 Chiropractors 
9233 Dentist s ohice or c»mic 
9217 Doctor's IM.D ) 0«»ce or Clinic 
9456 Medical & cental laboratories 
9472 Nursing a personal care facilities 
9290 Optometnsts 
9258 Osteooathic physicians & surgeons 
9241 Podiatrists 
9415 Registered & practical nunes 
9431 Offices 4 cimics of other heann 
practitioners (dieticians. 
mid wives, speech pathologists. 
etc) 
9886 Other nea'tn services 
Miscellaneous Repair, Except 
Computers 
9019 Aod>o eoutpment a TV repair 
9035 Eiectncai 4 electronic equipment 
repair, except audio 4 TV 
9050 Furniture repair 4 reupnoistery 
2681 Other equipment repair 
Trade. Retail—Selling Goods 
to Individuals & Households 
3036 Catalog or man coe' 
3012 Semng ooor to ooor. Oy teieohoni 
or Oiny plan, or from mooill unit 
3053 Vending maenme selling 
Selling From Showroom, Store, 
or Other Fixed Location 
Apparel 4 Accessories 
3921 Accessory 4 soeoa'ty stores 4 
•urr,efs for wome* 
3939 ClOf'ng. family 
3772 Clothing, men's & COYS' 
3913 C'Othmg. women's 
3756 Shoe stores 
3954 Otner aoparei 4 accessory stores 
Automotive 4 Service Stations 
3558 Gasoune service stations 
3319 New car deal's (»rancnised) 
3533 Tires, accessories, a pans 
3335 Used ca' oeaie'S 
35-7 C ! - f automotive ewer* 
(ffotcevces. receanonai 
vetoes, etc.) 
Building, Hardware. 4 Garden Supply 
4416 Bu>'dmg materials dealers 
4457 Hardware stores 
4473 Nurseries 4 garoen suopty stores 
4432 Paint, glass. & wa"sape' stores 
Food 4 Beverages 
0612 Bakeries selling at retail 
3086 Catering services 
3095 Onnkmg places (bars, taverns, 
PUDS, saioons. etc.) 
3079 Eating places, meals 4 snack* 
3210 Grocery stores (general una) 
3251 Liauor stores 
3236 Specialized food stores (meat. 
proouce. canoy. health food, etc.) 
Furniture 4 General Merchandise 
3986 Computer 4 software stores 
3970 Furniture Stores 
4317 Home furnishings Stores (China, 
f»00r covenngs. drapes) 
4119 Housenoio aopiiance stores 
4333 Music 4 record stores 
3996 TV. audio 4 electronic stores 
3715 Vanety storos 
3731 Otner general merchandise stores 
Miscellaneous Retail Stores 
4812 Boat coaler 
5017 BOOK stores, excluding newsstands 
4853 Camera 4 pheto supply stores 
3277 Drug Storgs 
5058 Faonc 4 needlework stores 
4655 Florists 
5090 Fuel dealers (exceot gasoline) 
4630 Gin. novelty a souvenir snops 
4838 Hoooy. toy. 4 game shoos 
467 T jewe'ry stores 
4895 Luggage 4 leatner goods stores 
5074 Mooi«e ^ome dealers 
4879 Optical goons stores 
4697 Soonmg gooes 4 bicycle shops 
5033 Stationery stores 
4614 usee mereranoise a antique stores 
ie*ceot motor vehicle oans) 
5884 Ome' 'etai» stores 
Trade, Wholesale—Selling 
Goods to Other Businesses, etc. 
Ourabie Goods. Including Machinery 
Equipment, Wood. Meteis, etc. 
2634 Agent or prober for other f irms-
more tnan 50% of gross sates 
on cO^rnisS'On 
2618 Se»»r<g »or your own account 
Nonduraote Goods. Including Food, 
Fiber, Chemicals, etc. 
2675 Agent or pro*e' for ot *e f firms— 
mce ma« 5CH of g'oss saies 
On commission 
2659 Se"i*c 'Of vo-' Own account 
Transportation, 
Communications, Public 
Utilities, & Related Services 
66*9 Air tra^soonation 
6312 B.s 5 "^ousme transoonation 
6676 Co^m.jn.cation services 
€395 Cour»e» or oac*age oakery 
6361 H.gnway passenger tra^sponation 
leicept c^anerec service) 
6536 P'jpi-c warehousing 
6 i u Ta^-cacs 
6510 Trasn c^ect^ witnoul own oumo 
6635 Travel agents 4 tour operators 
6338 Trucking (except trash collection) 
6692 Uti«it«es (Sumps, snow plowing, 
roac ceanmg. etc.) 
6551 v;a:e' •'association 
6650 0»-»' "i-sccravc" sendees 
I 686B Union to ctessity 
120 
Oeparuiimi of th§ Treasury 
Interna Rm/mntM Service (Q) 
Nanje oi proprietor 
5 f fo f t * AJ 
A 
(Sol* Proprietorship) 
• Partnerships, joint vwrtunw, • t c , must flto Form 1065. 
• Attach to Form 1040 or Form 1041. » s ~ Instructions for S c h e i e C fForm 10401. 
PrincipaLbusiness or profession, including proauct 
K1-V&-.I AA^j/> ^ ^ ^ 
6 ^ U L^ -f ^ — 
93 
Attachment 
Sequence No. 0 9 
or service {see page C-1) 
Business name, if no separate business name, leave blank. 
> Y € ' I V \ U / > 1 V \AA*i \L A 
Social security numoer (SSN) 
B Enter pnncipal business code 
(seepageC-6)»! H i 3 ! ? \3 
F 
G 
Business address (including suite or room no.) • & r * ; * v t o \ >T M US rv 
City, town or post office, state and ZIP code Q, > f " " Y ^ -jtf ;„ 
Accounting method: (1) 
0 Employer 10 number (EJN), If any 
Cash (2) D Accrual 
Metnod(s) used to 
value closing inventory: (1) • Cost 
Was there any change in determining quantities, costs, 
^ Lower of cost 
(2) OJ or market 
(3) D Other (specify) 
Other (attach 
(3) U explanation) Does not apply (if (4) U checked, skip line H) 
• i S T ; W i a , ; 9 e ; n a e i e r m ; n , n g q ™ ' « » • ° r v a , u a t i 0 " s « ~ opening and closing inventory? if -Yes/ attach 
Oid you -materially participate" in the operation of this business durino 1993? if -wo »".*1 « !„ - ' / - * / ,•' 
* vou started or acou.red this business dunnq 1993. check h^t 9 N ° ' Se» P ° 9 e C " 2 f 0 r "m i t o n l o s s e s- • • 
Yes i No 
Income • r 
Gross receipts or sales. Caution: // this income was reported to vou on Fnm w/ o *„« ,* -** *. ^ 
employee' box on that form was checked, see page llSdlh^k her? * "" "" StatUt°Z H 
Returns and allowances . . . . 
Subtract line 2 from line 1 
Cost of goods sold (from line 40 on page 2) . . . . . 
Gross prom. Subtract line 4 from line 3 
? £aaa rstate r**or fuei **c^ - ^  «*• <*» ^  
I t f l l l l Fxpenses. Caution; Do not enter exDense&j^h,,*in*«* 
Advertising . .
 # . ~ | 8 ! 8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
. a 
b 
17 
18 
i°5r$a5-
or 
expenses 
Bad debts from sales 
services (see page C-3) 
Car and truck 
(see oage C-3) 
Commissions and fees. . . 
Depletion 
Depreciation and section 179 
expense deduction (not included 
in Pan III) (see page C-3) . . 
Employee benefit programs 
(other than on line 19) . . . 
Insurance (other than health). 
Interest: 
Mortgage (paid to banks, etc.) . 
Other 
Legal and professional 
services 
Office ex oense 
10 
l.1lo_ 
•,fcai 
11 
12 
13 
14 
1,3oS 
use of your home on lines 8-27. instead see tine 30. 
19 Pension ana profit-snanng plans L.1^ 
20 Rent or lease (see page C-4): 
a Vehicles, machinery, and equipment. 
b Other business property . . 
21 Repairs and maintenance . . 
22 Supplies (not mduaed in Part III) . 
23 Taxes and licenses . . . . 
24 Travel, meats, and entertainment: 
a Travel 
16a 
15 
16b 
17 
i. n l 
i , - ^ 
861 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
is i .^ i s q ! 
T , ! 6 !^ 
MMO 
b Meals and en-
tertainment 
c Enter 20% of 
tine 24b suoiect 
to limitations 
(see page C-4).
 t _ 
d Subtract tine 24c from line 24b 
25 Utilities 
26 Wages (less jobs credit) . . 
27 Other expenses (from line 46 on 
page 2) 
Total expenses detore expenses for business use of home. Add lines 8 through 27 ,n columns 
Tentative profit (loss). Subtract line 28 from line 7 
Expenses for business use of your nome. Attacn Form Aggg 
Net profit or (loss). Subtract line 30 from line 29. 
• If a profit, enter on Form 1040. line 12, and ALSO on Schedule SE, line 2 (statutory employees 
see page C-5). Fiduciaries, enter on Form 1041. line 3. employees. 
• If £ loss, you MUST go on to line 32. 
if you have a loss, check the box that desenbes your investment ,n this activity (see oage C-5) 
• i f you checked 32a. enter the loss on Form 1040, line 12, and ALSO on Schedule SE, line 2 
(statutory employees, see page C-5). Fiducianes, enter on Form 1041, line 3. 
• If you checked 32b. you MUST attach Form 6198. 
32a d All investment is at risk. 
32b CZ Some investment is not 
For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 instructions. at r,-3K. Cat. No. M334P Scneauie C (Form 104m IQQ3 
___. <-.. «^«rw««w WWIM \ o w pciye 0"0j 
33 inventory at beginning of year. If different from last year's closing inventory, attach explanation 
34 Purchases less cost of items withdrawn for personal use 
36 Cost of labor. Do not include saiary paid to yourself 
36 Materials and supplies 
37 Other costs 
38 Add lines 33 through 37 
39 Inventory at end of year 
40 Cost of goods sold. Subtract line 39 from line 38. Enter the result here and on page 1, line 4 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
33 . -1H 
2a4 Wt 
- O — 
G> ? 2 3 
3, ^ 6 
T-Hft.lSH 
39 33,re4 
40. 1 '5 \07 f l 
Information on Your Vehicie. Complete this part ONLY if you are claiming car or trucK expense 
line 10 and are not required to file Form 4562 for this business. 
41 When did you place your vehicle in service for ousmess purposes? (month, day, year) • / . / . 
42 Of the total number of miles you drove your vehicie dunng 1993, enter the number of miles you used your vehicle for 
a Business b Commuting c Other 
43 Do you (or your spouse) have another vehicle available for personal use? G Yes O 
44 Was your vehicle available for use dunng off-duty hours? O Yes G 
45a Do you have evidence to support your deduction? G Yes G 
b if "Yes." is the evidence wntten? G Yes G 
Other Expenses. List below business expenses not included on lines 8-26 or line 30. 
.^^...k^X.^?.?. Son 
TH6 
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46 Total other expenses. Enter here and on page 1. line 27 46 raw 
* US.GPO: 1903-43.1410166/3* 
ADDENDUM C 
TRIAL EXHIBIT 67 
ORIGINAL 
ANALYSIS OF CASH FLOWS 
1985 THROUGH 1992 
Sources of Cash 1985 through 1992 
Beginning Cash: 
Savings 
Lowdermilk bonus $2,000 
1984 Carryover wages $5,990 
1985 2 month Lowdermilk Wages $5,990 
Total 
$ 6,900.00 
$ 13,980,00 
Tax Refunds 
1984 Income Tax Refund 
State 
Federal 
1985 Income Tax Refund 
State 
Federal 
1985 Amended Tax Refund 
State 
Federal 
$1 , 
$ 
$ 1 , 
$ 
$2, 
$ 
,881 
501 
f093 
350 
,098 
310 $ 6,233.00 
Loans 
Zions Bank 
LaRue Breinholt 
Loan on boat purchase 
Loan on truck purchase 
Loan on Pontiac 
$42,000 
$40,047 
$28,172 
$19,400 
$13,265 $142,884.00 
Auto Transactions 
Van converted (depreciated) $ 4,000 
Audi trade-in $ 3,592 
Boat trade-in $ 7,400 $ 14,992.00 
1040 Tax Return information 
Business Interest Depr. 
Earnings Earnings Expense 
1985 ($8,126) $ 303 $ 1,162 
1986 
1987 
wages 
1988 
wages 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
wages 
S : 
$7,371 
$5,775 
$18,000 
$37,240 
$ 495 
$45,000 
$38,147 
$38,357 
$41,607 
$19,854 
?243,720 
$ 636 
$1,300 
$1,869 
$4,000 
$4,974 
$4,671 
$4,019 
$21,772 
$ 2,917 
$ 4,148 
$14,144 
$12,000 
$ 8,184 
$ 9,179 
$ 7,225 
$58,959 TOTALS $ $324,451 
Total Cash Sources 1985 through 1992 $509,440 
Cash Uses 1985 through 1992 
Loan Payoff: 
Zions Loan $42,000 
LaRue Breinholt Loan $40,047 
Boat Payments $19,569 
Truck Payments $10,939 
Pontiac Payments $13,265 $125,820 
Inventory Investment $33,779 $ 33,779 
Cash-Savings Accounts 
Chocking Account Balance 1992 $16,831 
Savings Accounts 1992 $105,647 $122,478 
Home Improvement $21,100 $ 21,100 
2 
Federal & State Taxes & IRA 
Fed & State 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
JS 
USES 1985 
$ -0-
$ 632 
$ 2,397 
$10,547 
$10,825 
$10,836 
$10,000 
$ 9,796 
$55,033 
THROUGH 1992 
NET CASH TAKE-HOME 
AVERAGE TAKE-HOME 
IRA 
$4,000 
$4,000 
$4,000 
$4,000 
$4,000 
pd '93 
$20,000 $ 75,033 
$378,210 
$131,230 
$ 16,404 
3 
ADDENDUM D 
TRIAL EXHIBIT 58 
BREINHOLT VS. BREINHOLT 
5 DEFENDANT'S 
f EXHIBIT 
I 'ST 
DEFENDANT'S FUTURE ESTIMATED MONTHLY COST OF LIVING 
CATEGORY 
MORTGAGE 
PROPERTY INSURANCE 
PROPERTY TAXES 
SCOFIELD PROPERTY 
UTILITIES 
TELEPHONE 
FOOD HOUSEHOLD 
CLOTHING 
LAUNDRY CLEANING 
TRANSPORTATION 
MEDICAL & DENTAL 
EDUCATION (PIANO, 
HEALTH INSURANCE 
LIFE INSURANCE 
RECREATION 
INCIDENTALS 
(INCLUDED) 
(INCLUDED) 
TAXES 
DANCE) 
INSTALLMENT PAYMENTS 
ALL OTHER 
AUTOMOBILE 
INSURANCE 
TAXES 
GAS/MAINTENANCE 
MAINTENANCE 
DAY CARE 
IRA CONTRIBUTIONS 
COLLEGE FUND ($150 
ss. 
£ op 
y u v • 
*o. 
$70. 
26. 
80. 
.00/MONTH/CHILD) 
COST 
oo $ 430.00 
_oo 
~\J\y 
00 
00 
00 
00 
5.00 
160.00 
66.00 
450.00 
350.00 
25.00 
50.00 
100.00 
100.00 
72.00 
23.00 
150.00 
100.00 
-0-
50.00 
176.00 
60.00 
-0-
167.00 
300.00 
TOTAL $ 2,834-00 
ADDENDUM E 
TRIAL EXHIBIT 13 
UKIUIINAL 
PLAINTIFF'S STATEMENT OF MARITAL ASSETS & DEBT 
BUSINESS - BREINHOLT MUSIC 
A. History - 2/85 
B. Operation of Business 
1. Sales 
2. Rent-to-Own 
C. Current Market Value 
1. Market Value $70,000.00 
2. Replacement Cost without Rent To Own $40,000.00 
3. Neil's value to business 
D. Current Business Account/Zion $2,000.00 
E. Current Accounts Payable - $7,592.00 
Business Account Equity - $5,592.00 
REAL ESTATE 
A. Marital Home - 365 South 700 East 
1. Father built for cost 
2. Remodeled 
3. Current Value $89,500.00 
4. Adjacent lot $5,000.00 
5. Mortgage to be paid off = $11,800.00 
6. Equity $94,500.00 
B. New House - 820 North 700 East 
1. Purchased $64,000.00 
2. Borrowed $63,000.00 
3. Roof funds - down payment 
4. Current Value $76,000.00 
5. Equity $13,000.00 
C. Scofield lot 
1. Neil's father 
2. Current Value $7,000.00 
CASH ASSETS & ACCOUNTS 
A. Two IRA'S 
1. Neil's - $14,636.00 + 1993 $2,000.00=$16,636.00 
2. Jan's - $14,627.00 4- 1993 $2,000.00=$16,627.00 
B. State Retirement -0-
C. State 401K $2,671.57 - 40% tax penalty = $1,603.00 
D. Agreement on Appraisers 
1. Jan took $1,500.00 
2. Neil has not taken $1,500.00 yet 
3. Brockbank Appraisers $900.00 due 
E. Consolidated Zion's Money Markets 
1. $55,733.00 
2. Less $2,400.00 to Neil for appraisal 
3. Balance $53,333.00 + accruing interest 
4. Remainder of old accounts $103.00 
F. Zions CDs $26,608.68 
G. Washington Federal Passbook $5,753.00 
H. Coins $800.00 
I. Life Insurance 
1. Western Life; Cash value $839.36 
surrender value -o-
2. State Farm; Cash value $2,659.00 
surrender value $1,709.00 
J. Jan took 
September $1,000.00; 6/22 $800.00; 9/21 $1,000.00; 
12/22 $500.00; 12/30 $750.00; 1/10 $1,500.00; 2/1 
$450.00; March $300.00 TOTAL $5,300.00 
K. Taxes 
1. Federal Refund $1,411.00 
2. State - owe $2,330.00 
Still Owe $ 919.00 
L. Carbon Credit Union $245.58 
M. Neil's Personal Checking $200.00 
N. Jan's Personal accounts $ 
IV• VEHICLES 
A. Neil's truck - '91 pickup value, $12,000.00 - (debt 
$4,000.00) = $8,000.00 
B. Jan's car - '93 Eagle Vision - $17,000.00 
C. Neil's Spitfire - $1,000.00 
D. Dodge Van - $500.00 
E. Boat - $14,500.00 - Debt $5,905.00 = $8,095.00 
V. HOUSEHOLD GOODS & PERSONAL PROPERTY 
A. Jan's House - $15,000.00 
B. Neil's House - $4,000.00 
C. Jan's Glass Collection $3,000.00 - $5,000.00 
D. Neil's Band Equipment $3,000.00 
PLAINTIFF'S PROPOSED DISTRIBUTION 
PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT 
Breinholt Music 
New House & Roof 
(Equity) 
Neil's Household 
goods & personal 
property 
Pickup (equity) 
(w/Neil to pay debt) 
Spitfire 
Van 
Neil's IRA 
$70,000.00 
$13,000.00 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
4,000.00 
8,000.00 
1,000.00 
500.00 
$ 16,636.00 
Boat (Equity 
w/Neil to pay debt) $ 8,095.00 
Band Equipment 
State 401K 
Life Insurances 
Neil's Personal 
Checing Acct. 
$ 3,000.00 
$ 1,603.00 
$ 1,709.00 
$ 200.00 
Marital Residence 
& lot (paid off) $94,500 
Jan's household 
goods & personal 
property $15,000 
Car 
J a n ' s IRA 
Money Jan has 
withdrawn 
Camcorder 
S c o f i e l d Lot 
G l a s s C o l l e c t i o n 
J a n ' s Persona l 
Accounts 
$17,000 
$16,627 
$5,300 
$ 500 
$7,000 
$3,000 
$ 
$ 1 2 7 , 7 4 3 . 0 0 $158,927 
+ J a n ' s Accounts 
CASH 
CONSOLIDATED MONEY MARKETS $53,333.00 
ZIONS CDS $26,608.00 
WASHINGTON FEDERAL PASSBOOK $ 5,753.00 
COINS $ 800.00 
CARBON CREDIT UNION $ 245.58 
$86,739.58 
To pay off Jan's house - $11,800.00 
$74,939.58 
To Neil to Pay Taxes - $ 919.00 
$74,020.58 
To Neil to Equalize Property - $31,184.00 
$42,836.58 
To Each Party $21,418.29 
ADDENDUM F 
TRIAL EXHIBIT 11 
IN THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT JOURT 
OF THE STATE OF UTAH 
IN AND FOR CARBON COUNTY ORIGINAL 
STEVEN NEIL BREINHOT.T 
Plaintiff FINANCIAL DECLARATION 
vs. Civil NO. 934710123 
JAN E. BREINHOLT 
Defendant 
Name: 
A d d r e s s 
S t e v e n NP>I 1 R r p i n h n l t 
820 North 700 East 
P r i c e , Utah 84501 
S o c . S e c . No.:_ 
O c c u p a t i o n : 
Employer: 
Statement of Income and Expenses 
Gross monthly income from s a l a r i e s , wages , 
t i p s , o v e r t i m e , e t c . Breinholt Music 
Monthly income from a i l o t h e r sources (Exclusive of 
i n t e r e s t ) + commission 
L e s s d e d u c t i o n s f o r : 
FICA & FED $1,100 & s t a t e $416 
Taxes and FICA 
Insurance 
Ret i rement 
C r e d i t Union 
S a v i n g s Plan 
Other Medicare 
$ 1,516.00 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 32.00 
$3 ,233.00 
$1 ,800.00 
N e t monthly income (take-home pay) 
Monthly Expenses 
Rent o r mortgage payments i n c . T & i 
u t i l i t i e s and t e l e p h o n e 
P r o p e r t y t a x e s and i n s u r a n c e 
Food 
- l o t h i n g Nei l & g i r l s 
Laundry and c l e a n i n g 
TOTAL DEDUCTIONS $1 ,548 .00 
$ 3,485.60 
$ 
$" 
$" 
$' 
$" 
S" 
512.00 
210.00 
- 0 -
450.00 
150.00 
40.Of) 
«=^j.uaa. insurance 
Car payment 
l5L^f?e n S e ' i n c l u d e insurance (personal car) 
i n s t a l l m e n t payments (complete schedule) Child care for employment c *edule ) 
T n t e r a i n i n e n t & v i s i ta t ion 
i n c i d e n t a l s (grooming, a lcohol , tobacco 
Other e x p e n s e ^ t ^ ^ s c h ^ d u ^ r 5 " ^ 
Ins ta l lment payments 
C r e d i t o r ' s N*TT,O 
• Balance Qwgd 
Attorney Fees |
 $3f500^Q 
TOTAL 
If insufficient 
$ 75.00 
$ 1,460.00' 
$ 3,684.00 
Monthly Pavm* 
$250.00 
$250.00 
space, insert t o t a l s and attach schedule. 
I d e c ! 
» J . e r a r e under penalty of perjury thai- ft,a * . , 
attachments , i s true and c o r r e c t e d ^ s ? 1 L f o r ! g o J n g ' l n c l u<*ing 
utec on the ,</ day of / J ! n , " / 9 ^ ^ d e c l a r a t i o n was exec-
' -£ ' 197-3--' a t A f r ^ . ^v^ 
A t . o z n e y ' s s ignature 
A»ajrty«s signature 
INCLUDING, B H T ^ o f LIMI^D TO P M I B ^ ^ S ^ " " 3 1 1 ™ T H 1 S DECLARATION 
CERTTICATES, POLICIES, AND OTHE^ S S . ^ ' J E L L E D CHECKS 
OTHER EXPENSE 
1. Family Support 
2. Commission Expenses - Unreimbursed 
3. Dance Lessons & Piano Lessons 
4. Children's School Activities 
5. Housegoods Replacement 
6. Life Insurance & Retirement 
Western Reserve (New to replace IRA) 
CAMPAIGN COSTS & TIME 
$ 1 , 0 0 0 , 
$ 5 0 . 
$ 67 . 
$ 3 0 . 
$ 1 0 0 . 
$ 2 1 3 . 
$ 1 , 4 6 0 . 
. 00 
, 00 
. 00 
.00 
,00 
,00 
,00 
ADDENDUM G 
TRIAL EXHIBIT 45 
OCTOBER 1993 $3 
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PLAINTIFF'S 
EXHIBIT 
JL5. -
ty™'' 
Nick £ Scott Peck 
Brain Food 
NAMM 
Management Institute 
52 
• Igniting Leadership Potential 
• Developing Dream Teams 
• Tapping Into Consumer Behavior 
• Finding Time to Lead 
ADDENDUM H 
SECTION 78-45-7.5 U.C.A. 
UNIFORM CIVIL LIABILITY FOR SUPPORT ACT 78-45-7.5 
78-45-7.4. Obligation — Adjusted gross income used. 
Adjusted gross income shall be used in calculating each parent's share of 
the child support award. Only income of the natural or adoptive parents of the 
child may be used to determine the award under these guidelines. 
History: C. 1953, 78-45-7.4, enacted by L. came effective on April 24, 1989, pursuant to 
1989, ch. 214, § 6. Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25. 
Effective Dates. — Laws 1989, ch. 214 be-
78-45-7.5. Determination of gross income — Imputed in-
come. 
(1) As used in the guidelines "gross income" includes: 
(a) prospective income from any source, including nonearned sources, 
except under Subsection (3); and 
(b) income from salaries, wages, commissions, royalties, bonuses, rents, 
gifts from anyone, prizes, dividends, severance pay, pensions, interest, 
trust income, alimony from previous marriages, annuities, capital gains, 
social security benefits, workers' compensation benefits, unemployment 
compensation, disability insurance benefits, and payments from 
"nonmeans-tested" government programs. 
(2) Income from earned income sources is limited to the equivalent of one 
full-time job. 
(3) Specifically excluded from gross income are: 
(a) Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC); 
(b) benefits received under a housing subsidy program, the Job Train-
ing Partnership Act, S.S.L, Medicaid, Food Stamps, or General Assis-
tance; and 
(c) other similar means-tested welfare benefits received by a parent. 
(4) (a) Gross income from self-employment or operation of a business shall 
be calculated by subtracting necessary expenses required for self-employ-
ment or business operation from gross receipts. The income and expenses 
from self-employment or operation of a business shall be reviewed to 
determine an appropriate level of gross income available to the parent to 
satisfy a child support award. Only those expenses necessary to allow the 
business to operate at a reasonable level may be deducted from gross 
receipts. 
(b) Gross income determined under this subsection may differ from the 
amount of business income determined for tax purposes. 
(5) (a) When possible, gross income should first be computed on an annual 
basis and then recalculated to determine the average gross monthly in-
come. 
(b) Each parent shall provide suitable documentation of current earn-
ings, including year-to-date pay stubs or employer statements. Each par-
ent shall supplement documentation of current earnings with copies of 
tax returns from at least the most recent year to provide verification of 
earnings over time and shall document income from nonearned sources 
according to the source. Verification of income from records maintained 
by the Office of Employment Security may be substituted for employer 
statements and income tax returns. 
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(c) Historical and current earnings shall be used to determine whether 
an underemployment or overemployment situation exists. 
(6) Gross income includes income imputed to the parent under Subsection 
(7). 
(7) (a) Income may not be imputed to a parent unless the parent stipulates 
to the amount imputed or a hearing is held and a finding made that the 
parent is voluntarily unemployed or underemployed. 
(b) If income is imputed to a parent, the income shall be based upon 
employment potential and probable earnings as derived from work his-
tory, occupation qualifications, and prevailing earnings for persons of 
similar backgrounds in the community. 
(c) If a parent has no recent work history, income shall be imputed at 
least at the federal minimum wage for a 40-hour work week. To impute a 
greater income, the judge in a judicial proceeding or the presiding officer 
in an administrative proceeding shall enter specific findings of fact as to 
the evidentiary basis for the imputation. 
(d) Income may not be imputed if any of the following conditions exist: 
(i) the reasonable costs of child care for the parents' minor children 
approach or equal the amount of income the custodial parent can 
earn; 
(ii) a parent is physically or mentally disabled to the extent he 
cannot earn minimum wage; 
(iii) a parent is engaged in career or occupational training to estab-
lish basic job skills; or 
(iv) unusual emotional or physical needs of a child require the 
custodial parent's presence in the home. 
(8) (a) Gross income may not include the earnings of a child who is the 
subject of a child support award, nor benefits to a child in the child's own 
right, such as Supplemental Security Income. 
(b) Social Security benefits received by a child due to the earnings of a 
parent may be credited as child support to the parent upon whose earning 
record it is based, by crediting the amount against the potential obliga-
tion of that parent. Other unearned income of a child may be considered 
as income to a parent depending upon the circumstances of each case. 
History: C. 1953, 78-45-7.5, enacted by L. parent, the income shall be based" for "Income 
1989, ch. 214, § 7; 1990, ch. 100, § 5. shall be imputed to a parent based/' and made 
Amendment Notes. — The 1990 amend- a stylistic change in Subsection (7)(c). 
ment, effective April 23, 1990, added the last Effective Dates. — Laws 1989, Chapter 214 
sentence in Subsection (5)(b), in Subsection became effective on April 24,1989, pursuant to 
(7)(b) substituted "If income is imputed to a Utah Const., Art. VI, Sec. 25. 
NOTES TO DECISIONS 
support amount without finding that a mate-
rial change of circumstances had occurred 
since the previous order had been entered. 
Bailey v. Adams, 798 P.2d 1142 (Utah Ct. App. 
1990) (applying § 78-45-7.2(1 Kb) prior to 1990 
amendment regarding impact of guidelines on 
existing support orders). 
Cited in Thronson v. Thronson, 810 P.2d 428 
(Utah Ct. App. 1991). 
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ANALYSIS 
Modification of award. 
Cited. 
Modification of award. 
When the parties had agreed to the amount 
of child support before the effective date of the 
child support guidelines, the trial court erred 
in modifying child support when no petition to 
modify had been filed and in modifying the 
